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New Year
Resolutions,
anyone?

Maximillian von Schnauzer
continues to be one of the
favourite contributors to
Eastsider News. He hardly
missed a step last year and
is up and about again with
his two legged friends on
page 9 of this edition.

There have been no reports from polling companies yet, but anecdotally it
would seem that the traditional New Year resolutions were a little thin on the
ground this year. Perhaps 2020 was just too disturbing, too disruptive, and too
unsettling for us to sing Auld Lang Syne and then immediately be optimistic
about what we might achieve in 2021. But if this year is to be better than
last, then optimism will be a key tool for achievement. What are our positive
resolutions for the coming year? Go to page 2 if you need some ideas.

Voluntary
Assisted Dying
– Julian Gardner

By his mid-70s, Neil’s cancer had advanced and he
was told that he may have three to four months to live.
Bouts of nausea and pain were with him daily. While
pain-relieving medication helped, he was suffering
more frequent episodes of severe breakthrough pain.
After discussions with his GP he requested access to
voluntary assisted dying (VAD). Having been found to be
eligible, the medication was delivered to him at home by
pharmacists who carefully explained how to store and
use it. Neil’s two daughters later reported that in the next
10 days his spirits lifted remarkably. He felt comforted
by his sense of control over the inevitable process of
his dying and was able to spend what his daughters
described as quality time with his family. After those days,
and in the presence of his family, he took the medication
and died peacefully and calmly. His daughters said that
knowing what his wishes were and seeing him exercise
his autonomy and not having to suffer unnecessarily gave
them great comfort.
This story is, of course, just a composite picture of some
of the people whose deaths have followed access to VAD
in Victoria since June 2019. Some will have taken the
medication immediately, others not at all.
Victoria is the only state with a VAD law in operation. At
the end of this February, the authority monitoring the
scheme, the VAD Review Board, will report on its first 18
months of operation. Prior to the inception of VAD, many
critics predicted a range of threats both to vulnerable
individuals and to the community. So far these fears
have not been realised and it is expected that the Review
Board’s report will confirm that VAD continues to be
operating safely and effectively.

Difficult and contentious issues
Not everyone would agree with Neil‘s actions. VAD raises
difficult and contentious moral, ethical, and religious
issues. Opponents stress a critical principle, namely the
sanctity of life, arguing that it is never acceptable to take
a person’s life. They also argue that it is not the role of
doctors to end life. From a practical viewpoint, they argue
that VAD raises the risk of the abuse of vulnerable people
and that, no matter how many safeguards are in place,
that risk cannot be eliminated. In response the VAD Act
seeks to manage risks with numerous safeguards.
Those in favour stress the promotion of the human right
of individual autonomy – giving dying people choice
and control over the manner and timing of their death.
They stress the promotion of compassion through the
relief of suffering.

The exercise of autonomy requires the capacity to
make an informed decision free of coercion. The word
“voluntary” is therefore critical. VAD cannot be done to
you, cannot be requested by anyone but you, and can only
occur if you have the capacity to make the decision free of
any improper influence. A major disappointment for many
who fear dementia is that once you lose your decisionmaking capacity, VAD is not available to you. In addition, it
cannot be requested in an Advance Directive. VAD is also
voluntary in that no one, including doctors and nurses, can
be required to be involved in the process of VAD.

Who is eligible for VAD in Victoria?
You must have decision-making capacity. You must be
diagnosed with a disease, illness, or medical condition
that is incurable and is advanced, progressive, and will
cause death, with such death expected to be within six
months (or 12 months in the case of neurodegenerative
conditions). That medical condition must be causing
suffering that cannot be relieved in a way the person
considers tolerable. In addition, you must be assessed
as understanding the information given to you, to be
acting voluntarily, and to have an enduring request. On
top of this, eligibility is limited to those who are Australian
citizens or permanent residents and who have lived in
Victoria for at least 12 months.
The principal objective is to relieve suffering. This applies
to far more than the 124 people who in the first 12
months took the VAD medication. There are those – up
to a quarter – who do not use the medication but are
comforted by the sense of control just having it gives
them. For many, simply the knowledge that the option
may be available to them gives relief. For many families
and loved ones, knowing that the dying person acted on
their own wishes gives relief from their suffering.
VAD is not an alternative to palliative care, it is merely
one more treatment option for some people who are near
death and who are suffering.

STOP
PRESS

For further information, the government website
can be accessed by searching for Voluntary
Assisted Dying Victoria.
Julian Gardner is former Chair of the Victorian
VAD Implementation Taskforce.

IN THIS EDITION
Thank goodness it is 2021! We learned a lot in
2020, and now is the time to move forward, with
cautious optimism. Eastsider News continues with
the aim of providing a diversity of stories about
local people and their activities as they face the
challenges and pleasures of the wider world. The
number of website views and free subscription
signup is increasing daily. The contributor rollcall
is expanding, and local advertisers are very
supportive, but we need more to keep the initiative
strong. We would like to print two editions a year
for local distribution, but that will require funding
support. Any suggestions for possible funding?
So now, look inside:
• life issues for young and old
(and everyone in between)
• music, poetry, recipes, and a bit of humour
• Councillor and MP contributions
• awards galore!
• community identities, issues, and events
…and much, much more
Submissions for the fifth edition of Eastsider News
are due no later than 26 March, to be online early
April. See the guidelines for submissions on page 16.

What seems to be a lack of transparency by the State Government Level Crossing
Removal Project team (LXRP) has the local community up in arms despite general
support for removal of the Union Road and Mont Albert Road Railway crossings. There
are very constructive initiatives by Surrey Hills Progress Association, Mont Albert and
Surrey Hills traders, and others who are working together with the Whitehorse and
Boroondara Councils to make sure this is a successful long term community building
initiative, not just a short-term engineering project. See page 5 for more details.
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Lunar New Year:

an auction, and a wedding!
Happy New Year
新年快樂
新年快乐
Chúc Mù,ng Năm Mó,i
services when appointing Ross Hunt to sell their property
within the next 12 months. Ross Hunt are also making the
same offer to anyone who refers to Eastsider News when
contacting them. Want to help spread the word about
your local community newspaper, Eastsider News?

A large crowd joined Jeff Anderson from Ross Hunt Real
Estate at an auction in Balwyn recently. Being Lunar
New Year, Jeff handed out lucky red envelopes to all
prior to the auction. The day was made extra special as
the successful buyers were just recently engaged, him
from Sydney, her from Melbourne. They had been set
up on a first date by his friends from Sydney – and now
they are married. Red envelopes were given out offering
discounted advertising and auction and auctioneer

This is an example of what one of our local businesses is
doing to promote awareness of what Eastsider News are
doing. Encourage your local traders and service providers
to get in touch with us with their stories, and to advertise.

There’s something in the wood shed
– Corinne Fenton

There’s something in the wood shed,
I thought I heard it growl,
I thought I heard it scrabble,
I thought I heard it howl.

There’s something in the wood shed,
And when the moon is bright,
I’ve seen it make a shadow
Upon the shed at night.

There’s something in the wood shed,
I’ve heard it day… and night,
I’ve heard it chase the neighbour’s cat,
And it gave our dog a fright!

There’s something in the wood shed,
So I crept in there to peek,
And hiding right behind a log
Was a possum . . . fast asleep.

There’s something in the wood shed
I’ve seen its shining eyes
Watching for the moon to wake,
And light the darkened sky.

From the Editors
The decision to start Eastsider News was underpinned
by a belief that diverse public media is fundamental
to the successful functioning of a diverse community.
National and state media seldom address the spread
of local community interests well, and local commercial
newspapers no longer support the more immediate
interests of Whitehorse and Boroondara residents. The
importance of ‘local’ community interests and activities
became very obvious during COVID lockdown conditions.
What began just eight months ago as a slightly naïve idea
has blossomed and we are encouraged by the increasing
level and diversity of support for Eastsider News. So,
thank you, and welcome to the 4th edition: February 2021.
We are very confident that Eastsider News will go from
strength to strength, but it will only be successful if more
and more people participate – readers, contributors,
advertisers – giving voice to local people, informing
local people, and stimulating other local people to think
about their interests, their values, and their opinions.
The evolving content will be driven by their shared and
diverse interests, and inputs will not be bound by the
strictures of party politics or narrow vested interests.
There is a richness of community in Whitehorse and
Boroondara, and Eastsider News is an open and free
means for sharing this precious quality of the area in
which we have chosen to live, work, learn, and play.
It has been said that “all politics is local”. The same can
be said about most of the issues that affect our everyday
lives. We are most attuned to and affected by what is
happening to us personally – our family, our street, our
neighbourhood. But we have also have the interest and
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ability to think well beyond those experiences to the
wider world – the suburb, the city, the state, the country,
and the world – where what happens beyond also affects
what happens to us locally. And we can transcend
‘nimbyism’ with an informed view of a wider good without
prejudicing our own well-being.
As usual, this edition of Eastsider News includes thoughtprovoking articles as well as reporting on happenings
around the neighbourhood. We encourage discussion
and debate and welcome your comments and responses.
Articles about local businesses highlight their place as part
of our community and local economy but are not intended
as an endorsement of their specific commercial interests.
Our aim for Eastsider News continues to evolve, and we
encourage you to make contributions which are relevant

Mount
Waverley

Glen Waverley

to local people in the context of the wider world. This
is a great opportunity to showcase the diverse and rich
community of Whitehorse and Boroondara. Get thinking,
get writing, and send your contributions for the April
edition to info@eastsidernews.org.au by 26 March 2021.

Acknowledgement of Country
Independent Community News Group Incorporated
acknowledges the Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung people of
the Kulin Nation, Traditional Owners and Custodians
of the land and waters of the Eastsider News focus
area, and pays respect to their Elders past, present,
and emerging.

Credits and contacts

Disclaimers

The informal group who initiated the idea which has evolved
into Independent Community News Group Incorporated and
Eastsider News were Michael Hassett, Allan Havelock, Joy
Mettam, Anne Young, John Malvestuto, and Bill Chandler.
From this beginning, an evolving and increasing network of
more than 60 other people have taken an interest in being
involved in its ongoing development. Others are welcome. The
current compilers and editors are: Allan Havelock, Joy Mettam,
Anne Young, John Malvestuto, and Bill Chandler.

Eastsider News is a means by which people in the Whitehorse and Boroondara areas can share information and opinions.
A spread of interests and views that reflects the diversity of people in the area is encouraged, but the views expressed
in Eastsider News by individual writers do not necessarily reflect the views of the Editors, Independent Community News
Group Incorporated, or any other organisation.

The primary contact point for Independent
Community News Group Incorporated and
Eastsider News is info@eastsidernews.org.au
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Corinne Fenton is a children’s author who lives
locally. The delightful illustration is by Marjorie
Gardner who also lives locally.
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Arthur Tonkin
hits a century!
As football begins and cricket fades, the headline could
be mistaken for a celebration of summer success, but it
is much more important than that. It is recognition that
local resident Arthur Tonkin has just celebrated his 100th
birthday! Still sprightly, Arthur is both humble and proud
of the many ‘runs on the board’ that were recognised
recently at a Surrey Hills Uniting Church function.
At the beginning of 1926, on Sunday 17 January, Arthur
celebrated his fifth birthday and attended his first church
service at Surrey Hills Methodist Centenary Church with
his family. For more than nine decades he has celebrated
most of his major life events in the church building. He
and Nancy were married at the church in 1944 and their
three children, Thomas, Helen, and Ted, were all baptised
in the church.

A life of faith and service
Bryan Long, chairman of Surrey Hills Uniting Church,
described Arthur as a man who has led a life of great
faith and great service. “Arthur has been a lay preacher
for more than 75 years, preaching at over 1,600
services throughout Victoria, he has been a presbytery
representative, chairman of the congregation and council,
Sunday School teacher, and president and vice-president
of the Local Preachers’ Association.” While Arthur’s
contribution to the administrative and worship areas of
the church have been important, Bryan said, it was his
leadership of the large church youth groups in the 1950s
and ’60s that have had most impact on him personally.
Arthur is a noted historian and has spoken to Surrey
Hills Historical Society and numerous groups throughout
Victoria on Colonial history and paddle steamers. In
the year he was born, 1921, the population of Australia
was 5½ million, the current Queen’s grandfather, King
George V was on the throne, the country was still
grappling with the trauma of World War 1, Billy Hughes
was Prime Minister, the Commonwealth Department of
Health was formed, Edith Cowan became the first female
parliamentarian in Australia, the Royal Australian Air
Force was established, cartoon character Ginger Meggs
made his first appearance in a Sunday Sun comic strip,
and Walter Burley Griffin was removed as director of
construction for Canberra. Arthur’s enquiring mind has
creatively embraced much change during his lifetime.
As an accomplished artist and singer, Arthur was
choirmaster at Surrey Hills Uniting Church and, for 30
years, sang with the Melbourne Singers. He also managed
the Theological Book Shop in Melbourne for many years.
In spite of his busy schedule, Arthur always found time to

help others in the wider Surrey Hills community. He was
President of the Surrey Hills Historical Society and drove
the Neighbourhood Centre bus. This wider contribution
was recognised in 2001 when he received the Surrey Hills
Citizen of the Year award.
Bryan Long says “If one adds to all of his achievements
an unfailing sense of humour, his remarkable memory, his
love of his church and his love of people, I would have to
say he has led, and continues to lead, a remarkable life.”

State Government steps up for the community
– Meg Boyle

The community movement to reinstate historic parklands
in Camberwell Junction is gaining traction. The State
Government has now stepped up and the member for
Hawthorn, John Kennedy, said a $709,000 investment to
turn the car park into green open space is in the 2020/21
budget, with the funds to go to the adjacent Camberwell
Primary School to manage the site. This is in the face
of Council’s strong opposition to the proposal and who
are wanting to continue use the public land as a free
commuter car park for its staff.
The push to reinstate the historic parklands has
been driven by a group of local residents, known
as Camberwell Green. Camberwell Green saw an
opportunity to turn the land into an extensive green
space that would enhance the area and be of benefit to
local residents.
Many community organisations and prominent identities
have come out in favour of the park. Supporters include
the RSL, National Trust, Royal Historical Society of
Victoria, Camberwell Historical Society, Camberwell
Junction Traders Association, local members of State
Parliament, as well as local schools, an adjacent
childcare centre, and Camberwell Sharks Football Club.
Over 500 people attended the launch for Camberwell
Green showing the strong local interest, and thousands
signed the petitions to Council and State Parliament.

Crown Land designated for public use
The car park is on Crown Land designated by the State
Government for public use. It is currently controlled
by Boroondara City Council which has used it for staff
parking since 2010. Impassioned pleas from many
community members for the historic parklands to be
reinstated fell on deaf ears at a heated 2019 council
meeting attended by over 100 observers. The meeting
saw Council resolve to retain the car park and, as an
extra move against the proposal, refuse to use Council

funds if the State Government, as ultimate owner,
directed the parklands be reinstated.
The land was historically designated as public gardens
and laid out with trees, lawns, and garden beds. The
Camberwell Green group is seeking to restore the car
park to a space for community enjoyment, as originally
intended by our forebears. As Boroondara City Council
has been unwilling to do this, they are asking for a
change in the managers of this piece of Crown Land, in
order to return it to the community as a recreation space.
Part of the Camberwell Green proposal includes closing
off the central part of the adjacent Reserve Road, which
would achieve the full vision of a community park with
barbeques, play equipment, and an amphitheatre for
community festivals and events. Camberwell Green
wants to work collaboratively with Boroondara City
Council, who retain control of Reserve Road, to achieve
this vision.
Importantly, the development of Camberwell Green would
make the whole area a much safer and better place for
children. Nearly 700 local children attend the adjacent
Camberwell Primary School and many more visit the
nearby library. Parents have long held concerns about the
necessity for children to make frequent road crossings on
Reserve Road, and the shortage of play space.
The Camberwell Green proposal will be a collaborative
project working with the local school and community to
create a new space that can be enjoyed by all. The group
points to other successful examples where play spaces
are shared between community and schools. For example,
Rosalind Park in Bendigo has a playground that is used by
the school in school hours, but available for the rest of the
community at other times. This type of collaborative and
innovative thinking is needed to make use of limited space
in Camberwell, and would benefit all residents.

A creative, inspiring, and inclusive space
This is seen as an opportunity to build a creative,
inspiring, and inclusive space in the area. There could
be a natural style water feature to encourage children
to explore on warm days. The gardens could include
sculptures from local artists, an acknowledgement
and recognition of the First Nations people of the
area, planting of species native to the area, and an
amphitheatre for events such as Carols by Candlelight.
A key feature of the Camberwell Green design is that
it connects and flows easily with Camberwell Junction
and existing public parkland in front of Camberwell
Primary School. This would create a vibrant
community space close to the shopping precinct
of Camberwell, connecting to the Council building
and library, and making the whole area a much more
attractive destination.
Sarah Groves-Taylor, who has been involved with
Camberwell Green from inception said “One of the
most inspiring things about Camberwell Green is that
it is a grass-roots community group. We are entirely
voluntary and made up from a diverse group of the
community. We have people from many cultures,
parents, senior citizens, young professionals, artists,
and businesspeople. We all want to create an open
space to share and enjoy together.”
The website https://www.camberwellgreen.com.au/ was
created by local community volunteers and includes
videos showing the vision for the area. Community
members who would like to get involved or share
their thoughts can contact Camberwell Green on
camberwellgreenboroondara@gmail.com
Meg Boyle is Chair of Camberwell Green and can be
contacted at meg_boyle@yahoo.com.au
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Meet Leonardo Puglisi
– the future face of journalism
– Emily Dobson

Hawthorn local
Leonardo Puglisi, a
13 year old Year 8
student, has been
fronting his own news
station since March
2019. Following the
daily news from a
young age, his early
interest is blossoming
into a promising future in journalism. Beginning as
HMV Local News, Leo covered stories occurring in his
local area. 2020, however, saw the rebrand of the news
station to what is now known as 6 News. Inspired by
his love for presenting on camera, writing news articles,
and editing content, Leo began to upload weekly news
bulletins to platforms such as YouTube. This in turn led
to the expansion of news coverage on a national and
international scale.

“Once COVID got worse, and I had more time, I decided
to add more news, while also launching 6 News accounts
on the other social media platforms”, Leo recounts. “I
really wanted to expand our viewership, and appeal to a
wider audience. That’s why I also launched accounts on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.”
This expansion got 6 News noticed by a number of
major news outlets, particularly when Leo scooped 3AW
by breaking a story following the demolition of a 19thcentury school bell. By this point, the station had already
attracted a number of other budding young journalists
which form Leo’s favourite part of running 6 News. “Even
though it’s all virtual, we all work well together and love
what we do.”
What started as a humble local project now sees almost
50% of its audience residing in America. With the take-off
of 6 News was a need for bigger and better spaces.
“I moved into a studio in Richmond. My Dad was renting
his musical protégés is probably due to
his 11-year prison incarceration where
he could no longer feed his alcohol and
drug excesses.

Phil Spector
Music’s tragically
conflicted Svengali
– Mike Daly

Words like ‘tragic’ and ‘ignominious’ will
forever be associated with record producer
and convicted murderer Harvey (Phillip) ‘Phil’ Spector
who died aged 81 in a California hospital on 16 January.
Yet as a musical mastermind his name could have been
ranked alongside the likes of studio geniuses George
Martin (The Beatles) and Quincy Jones (Michael Jackson).
Instead, our lasting images of him will be of those crazy
wigs atop a ravaged face that news services carried after
his 19 years-plus conviction in 2009 for murdering actress
Lana Clarkson outside his Los Angeles mansion six years
earlier. Ironically, the fact that Spector outlived so many of

It was an
honour to
be elected
– Wes Gault

It was indeed an honour to have been elected as
Boroondara’s new Councillor for Glenferrie Ward in the
2020 Local Government elections, and to now have the
opportunity to work with the four other newly elected
Councillors and six returning Councillors. There are
challenging projects and assignments ahead, many with
the potential to revitalise the municipality we love as we
emerge, hopefully, from the deprivations and constraints
of the COVID pandemic.

Easy Chicken Wings
Ingredients:
1kg. Chicken wings
2 tablespoons olive oil or good quality vegetable oil
2 tablespoons light soy sauce
2 tablespoons tomato sauce
2 tablespoons honey
2 cloves garlic…minced
1/2 teaspoon five spice powder
1 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons chilli sauce (optional)
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Spector, at 17, formed the Teddy Bears
vocal group at Fairfax High School
(near San Francisco) and their huge
hit single To Know Him Is To Love
Him launched a stellar writing and
production career. Before long he was
busy creating hits like Spanish Harlem
with Ben E. King and rubbing shoulders
in New York’s legendary Brill Building with famed
songwriters Jerry Lieber and Mike Stoller. His ‘wall of
sound’ technique – layering multiple vocals, instrumentals
and percussion – resulted in a succession of 1960s hits
with groups like the Crystals, the Ronettes (led by wifeto-be Ronnie Spector, who later called him a ‘‘brilliant
producer, but a lousy husband’’), the Crystals, Darlene
Love, the Righteous Brothers, and Ike and Tina Turner.
Spector’s influence has been acknowledged by
numerous musicians, from the Beach Boys’ Brian
Of particular excitement to date has been the agreement
by Council to establish a number of new and much
needed Advisory Committees including the:

• Climate Action Plan Advisory Committee: To

work with officers on the development of a new Climate
Action Plan for Boroondara. The need for such a plan
has not diminished during the pandemic. In fact, with
the passage of time, this has become more pressing
and community surveys carried out by Council have
indicated very strong support for greater local action.

• Glenferrie Precinct Development Plan

Committee: This committee will oversee completion
and implementation of the Glenferrie Place Plan, the
Grace Park Masterplan (including the redevelopment
of the Tuck stand), and engagement with Swinburne
University, Glenferrie businesses, the Glenferrie
Traders’ Association, and the other stakeholders. The
committee will help co-ordinate these initiatives and
guide development and revitalisation of the precinct.

a room in a big warehouse there, and I
added a green screen,
a portable table, and
we moved around
some lights” says Leo. “Now we have daily videos,
original content, and plenty of exclusive stories.”
Gathering news can be challenging at times, as 6 News
is not affiliated with any major media outlets or news
sources. Rather, the team rely on social media, media
releases, or simply word of mouth to generate content.
When asked what his peers think, Leo shared the
overwhelmingly positive feedback his team has received:
“So many people enjoy it – and a lot of school kids like it
too – which includes our commitment to content that fits
the digital age, such as quizzes on Instagram.”
Now with a following of over 6,000 across numerous
platforms, it’s safe to say the sky is the limit.
Wilson, to Bruce Springsteen, and The Beatles
(producing their final Let It Be album). But his penchant
for guns (he always carried a 45 automatic pistol on
his hip, claiming to have once been assaulted by four
men) and his wild behaviour was his undoing. I recall
the late Harry Nilsson once telling me how Spector fired
his gun into the studio ceiling during the recording with
John Lennon of their ill-fated Pussy Cats collaboration
in 1973 and he did the same during Lennon’s raucous
Rock’n’Roll recording.
Spector’s behaviour (he once admitted to “borderline
insanity”) certainly marred his work with people like
Leonard Cohen, the Ramones and Blondie‘s Deborah
Harry, but ultimately those classic Spector-produced
hits of the early 1960s defined American pop music
at a time when the British invasion was gathering
momentum. In the end, one can admire his musical
achievements but deplore his behaviour, a dubious
epitaph for a flawed virtuoso.
Mike Daly is a local resident and a widely experienced
and well-known journalist with a keen ear and eye on
the music scene.

• Cycling Advisory Committee: This committee

will focus on the growing interest in cycling within
Boroondara, for both commuting and for recreation,
and the need for new and improved trails.

• Heritage Advisory Committee: To build on the

works already completed to date in the establishment
of Heritage Overlays and the ongoing Heritage Gap
Studies, all aimed at the protection of the rich building
and precinct heritage that makes Boroondara what it
is today.

Though we face ongoing challenges with COVID and
climate change, I believe that much can and will be
achieved at a Local Government level as we work
together on these and the many other challenges
and opportunities.
Wes Gault is Boroondara Councillor
for Glenferrie Ward and can be contacted at
wes.gault@boroondara.vic.gov.au

Another great recipe from magnificent
Chinese cookery teacher, Elizabeth Chong.
Preparation:
Wash chicken wings & remove the tips (these can be
kept for making chicken stock). Dry with paper towels.
Mix all other ingredients together in a bowl large enough
to hold the chicken wings.
Add the wings to the marinade mix, gently working
in the marinade. Let stand for at least 30 minutes.

Cooking:
Pre-heat oven to 180C. Line an oven tray with foil or
baking paper and arrange wings evenly.
Roast in centre of oven for approx. 45 minutes. Watch
they do not burn.

These are great snacks for anytime, and particularly
good for hungry children. They are just as good hot
or cold and are excellent additions for the lunch box.
When I make them, there are never enough, so I
always make a big batch. With meat and produce so
expensive these days, chicken wings are good value.

Union Road/Mont Albert Road rail crossing removals

– success will be in a transparent consultative process, and in the details
In contrast to the massive Surrey Hills community
opposition that defeated the 1970s State Government
proposal to build a very destructive Union Road rail
crossing overpass, there is general support for the current
proposal to put the rail under Union Road and Mont
Albert Road, and locals are determined to make sure this
is a successful long term community building initiative,
not just a short-term engineering project.

Boroondara Council
Boroondara Council has made a
carefully considered, detailed and
practical submission to LXRP about
the rail crossing removal planning and
construction process. The three most
significant concerns raised are:

However, what seems to be clumsy consultation by
the State Government Level Crossing Removal Project
team (LXRP) transparency is lacking and has the local
community up in arms at the heavy-handed approach
to their planning and design processes. The LXRP has
strong powers but it, and the Minister for Planning, also
have a serious obligation to be transparent, to properly
consult, and to apply its own comprehensive awardwinning Urban Design and Landscaping guidelines.

• consolidation of the two train stations
to one train station and associated
issues this design outcome generates,
including accessibility
• the extent of the planning project
boundary and the inclusion of the
Canterbury Sports Ground
• lack of high quality walking and
cycling infrastructure.

Particularly disturbing was the pre-Christmas surprise
announcement to speed up the project and have one
station rather than two, without local MPs Will Fowles and
Paul Hamer knowing. Also LXRP’s refused to allow local
Councillors to be involved in the community consultations.
Likewise the 'project area' intentions ‘project area’
intentions affecting local sports grounds and many of the
streets in Mont Albert and Surrey Hills were not explained
or discussed in online community consultations.

Council says the narrow focus of
suggested topics list and timing of the
consultation could be viewed as reducing
it to a ‘tick-box’ exercise which seeks to
limit the input the community, and Council. Council have
not been privy to any information beyond that available
to the general public and is very concerned at the limited
detail about what they are being asked to consider.

For more information and to express feedback to Engage
Victoria use the link below provided by the Level Crossing
Removal Authority https://tinyurl.com/3xf64gdn The LXRP
Approvals Survey has been extended until 28 February.
You can also contact Paul Hamer MP State Member for
Box Hill at paul.hamer@parliament.vic.gov.au and Will
Fowles MP State Member for Burwood at will.fowles@
parliament.vic.gov.au to share your concerns on these
important local issues.

Surrey Hills Progress Association
The Surrey Hills Progress Association and local trader
group have set out some early macro-design priorities,
including:
• creation of direct, wide, safe and well-lit pathway
connections between the new railway station and both
shopping villages
• new civic focal points at each village, broadly in the
location of the current railway stations – with wide
decking over the railway trench at the end of Hamilton
Street Mont Albert village and at the Surrey Hills village
to create community space and directly links with the
shopping centres
• retention and re-purposing of the Mont Albert heritage
station building close to its current location
• a focus on security and amenity including good urban
design, lighting, seating, public art, landscaping, car
parking and bicycle storage to enhance the physical,
social and commercial sustainability of the two villages.
More information is available from SHPA President Greg
Buchanan who can be contacted at
gbuchanan988@gmail.com

Throughout the submission, Boroondara Council have
included a number of ‘asks’ of the LXRP and, where
appropriate, the Minister for Planning. At the heart of
every ‘ask’ is the need to engage and work with the
community, traders and Council. This multi-million dollar
investment by the State Government in the level crossing
removals at Union Road and Mont Albert Road is a once
in a lifetime opportunity for the community, traders,
Councils, and the State Government to collaborate to
achieve a best for community outcome.
Council is particularly concerned that the ‘Planning
Project Boundary’ (PPB) impacts a large number of
Boroondara roads, as well as the Canterbury Sports
Ground (CSG). For more information contact Daniel Freer,
Director Places and Spaces at Boroondara Council on
9278 4500.

Whitehorse Council
Whitehorse Mayor, Andrew Munroe says, “Whitehorse
Council has not agreed to the use of any Council space
or facilities for this project. LXRP may request the
use of certain spaces, but Council will always place
a high priority on the amenity of residents and local
sporting clubs. Council is actively engaged with LXRP,
advocating for the interests of our community and local
economy. We are preparing a submission to the LXRP
on the project on behalf of the City of Whitehorse. Once
finalised and submitted, Council will share the contents
of the submission with the community via our website.
I encourage interested residents to register with LXRP
to stay up to date with the project; and with Council to
receive alerts on Whitehorse community consultations.”

Belinda Dalton and Tania Penovic
Belinda Dalton and Tania Penovic are local residents.
Belinda is actively involved in the local community, and
Tania is also Senior Lecturer Deputy Associate Dean
(International) Faculty of Law at Monash University.
They say, “We have been shocked to learn of plans to
compulsorily acquire the Canterbury Sports Ground for
the duration of the Union and Mont Albert Road Level
Crossing Removal Project. These plans have not been
communicated to the local community and the purpose
of the proposed acquisition has not been specified. While
we believe that it is intended to be used to store heavy
machinery, no information about its proposed use has
been published by LXRP. The lack of transparency around
the project is striking.”
“The Canterbury Sports Ground is the only substantial
green space in the Chatham Precinct. It sits beside the
Canterbury and District Pre-School and Tennis Club
and is home to four additional sporting clubs (footy and
cricket) which may not survive if their home ground is
appropriated for two to three years. It is our village green
which serves as a popular recreational space
and meeting place for families and friends. Almost all
hours, every day, hundreds of people utilise this safe
space for recreational exercise, family picnics, sport
training and dog walking. During the recent COVID-19
lockdowns, it has served as a sanctuary for the local
community and provided a safe space for people of all
ages and abilities.”
Beyond the damage which would be done to the sports
ground and surrounding narrow tree-lined streets, the
proposal would have a destructive impact on our local
community at a difficult time. Denying the community
access will have detrimental effects on physical and
mental health for many residents. Taking away the sports
ground could result in an increase in anti-social behaviour
by young people who would have otherwise remained
active with friends at the oval.
Healthy and well-established
trees would be removed or
lost, and our community would
be deprived of its only green
meeting and recreational
space. The environmental
impact on established native
flora and fauna would be untold
if this proposed acquisition
were to go ahead.

Once is a life-time opportunity for Surrey Hills : a great legacy for future generations

Justin Begg's ideas for the Surrey Hills area, a once in a lifetime opportunity, a legacy for future generations.

New Town
Square/Plaza,
incl toilets

100m Decking – new open space west – retain
Surrey Hills existing ‘green character’ and
presently we have no outdoor sports facilities
for children.
Cycle path over / along rail to link to
Anniversary Trail Canterbury and many Schools.
Robinson Road pass is currently very dangerous
and needs upgrade.

2 / 3 Storey
Commercial /
Mixed Dev
~7000 spm site,
~14,000 sqm flr

2 Storey Parking (3 lvls incl
roof) + 1 level underground –
est. 900+ spaces, ~25,000spm

Commercial / Residential Development – over
trench, joins north and south surrey hills, inkeeping with urban character, adds
employment and commerce in area, Aged Care
/ Disability Day Centre, 100+ New local jobs.
Town plaza and new development helps retain
station connection with commerce/ Union Rd
Traders (since 1883).

Design ideas by
local residents

Station / Shopping CarPark 4 lvl over
trench – using vegetation cover, trees in
front and cladding to match
neighbourhood character, easy pedestrian
access to the station entrance, 80% station
parks/20% shopping.

~300m Decking sections over
station / trench to help
address ‘narrowing’ and a
premium station in residential
location issues, integrated
walk / bike path, linking north
& south of neighbourhood,
improved safety & amenity,
retain existing leafy character
& habitat

The LXRP illustrations are very
generalised, and local residents
who know the area well are
putting forward design ideas
so that the implications and
opportunities for the project
can be better understood. The
illustration for Surrey Hills is by
Justin Begg, and the sketch for
Mont Albert is by Pat Cutri.
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A citizen-led pathway
to local home building
Whether retirees, new entrants to the housing market,
upsizers, or downsizers, there are many decisions to be
made in the process of choosing to purchase or build a
home. One initiative in new building provides a citizenled approach.
Balwyn residents Peter and Marjory have been weighing
up their future housing options within the next three to
five years. “We feel that now is the time for us to look
to downsize. Ideally, we do not want to move too far
away from our current residence in leafy Balwyn. We
are interested in a townhouse, but we are concerned
about quality and affordability of many of the new homes
we see on the market. So, we have been exploring
alternative ways to have more control and say about our
future home and have become interested in a building
group approach.” said Peter.

People pursuing a common goal
“What appeals to us about a citizen-led building group is
the potential to customise our living spaces within a welldesigned sustainable environment,” said Marjory.

“It’s not about communal living, it’s about people
pursuing a common goal.”
Part of the appeal for Peter and Marjory is the potential to
explore ‘shared communal garden areas’ and maximizing
access to light for all dwellings. They are quick to point
out, they see this as ‘a community-lite approach’ versus
a ‘co-housing approach.’ “When we became aware of
the formation of a citizen-led building group focused
on the eastern suburbs, our interest was sparked. We
are interested in the potential of this model to meet our
needs,” said Peter.
Tim Riley founded Property Collectives in 2010 and since
then has enabled nine collectives building 60 homes
across Melbourne, with projects in Northcote, Thornbury,
Brunswick, West Melbourne, North Melbourne, and St Kilda.
Tim explains, “The Property Collectives model is very
similar to the German ‘baugruppen’, or ‘self-build’,
model which has been thriving for over 30 years and
which allows future owners to assume the role of the
developer. “Our participatory approach allows members

Whitehorse Council votes against
foreign relations motion
– Callum McNaught

Whitehorse Council has voted against a move to limit
relations with the People’s Republic of China. On 14
December 2020, Councillor Blair Barker put forward a
motion to reconsider relations with the People’s Republic
of China and to reciprocate the Federal Government’s
new foreign relations bill. The motion would have
called for limiting visits of Chinese consulate officials
and sending a formal letter to the Chinese Consulate
informing them of Whitehorse Council’s support for the
Federal Government’s foreign relations bill.

Looking to update
your kitchen or
bathroom?
We design + build affordable custom built kitchens and bathrooms
using sustainable, non-toxic materials to ensure your new kitchen
or bathroom is not only beautiful and functional, but also safe for
your family and the environment.

Councillor Andrew Davenport spoke against the motion,
referring to the role of local government remaining impartial
in State and Federal matters. “In my view, Councillors, our
role is to look after the local community. Council should
not take a position on any Federal matter that’s within
the Federal realm of responsibility. Because if we do so,
we will take a dangerous step into opening up a number
of other conflicts and other issues that are on the world
stage. As Council we should have no view, we should
support our local commerce and other groups that look
after export and building relations with other countries.”
Councillor Tina Liu also spoke in opposition to the
motion, citing the current coronavirus pandemic as a
more pressing matter. “During these difficult COVID
times, Councillors, it is really about us coming together
as a community to help each other get through this. It is
a crucial time to assist our community in rebuilding and
recovering from the pandemic, let us focus on this.”
In his right of reply, Councillor Barker stated his dismay at
the resulting opposition, “This is a motion about looking
after the community, this is a motion about reaching out
to the community. “I’m so disappointed in all of you,
leadership should be about taking lead, showing courage,
not turning your back to appalling conduct.” Council
voted 10-1 against Councillor Barker’s motion, rendering
it lost.
Callum McNaught is studying journalism at Deakin
University, Burwood

Have a laugh
with Peter Peter

To book a FREE consultation to discuss a solution that fits your
home, your budget and your lifestyle contact us at Email - eco1kitchens@iinet.net.au
Paul - 0420 929 003

Birgit - 0428 881 901

290 Canterbury Road, Surrey Hills, VIC 3127

ECO1KITCHENS.COM.AU
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A group of local guys, all aged 40, were discussing
where they should meet for lunch. It was agreed
they would meet at the Royal, because a single
colleague wanted to ask a waitress who worked
there out on a date. Ten years later, at 50, the friends
were once again discussing where they should meet
for lunch and agreed the Royal, because the staff
were attentive, the food and service good, and the
beer selection excellent. Ten years later, at 60, the
friends were again discussing where to meet and,
again, chose the Royal because they was plenty of
parking, they could dine in peace and quiet with no
loud music, and it was good value for money.
Ten years later, at 70, the friends again agreed they
would meet at the Royal, because the restaurant
was wheelchair accessible and had a toilet for the
disabled. Ten years later, at 80, the friends were
discussing where they should meet for lunch,
and finally agreed they would meet at the Royal,
because had never been there before.

of each collective to stay in control of the design and
build of their homes, to achieve considerable financial
savings, and to buy in locations that they otherwise might
not be able to afford.” Collectives are open to a wide
range of participants, not only potential homeowners,
and welcomes landowners and investors who share the
collective vision.
The Collective is wanting to launch a citizen-led housing
project in Boroondara and is looking to attract members
and identify local landowners who are keen to explore
possible joint ventures. “We expect the project may
look something like our current 10-home project in West
Brunswick adjacent to the WestWyck eco village, where
we have managed to achieve an average 8.2 NatHERs
energy rating. However ultimately the members of the
collective will determine how the project shapes up.”
For more information contact Tim Riley from Property
Collectives on 0407 846 965, tim@propertycollectives.
com.au or visit www.propertycollectives.com.au

EDITORS’ NOTE: Eastsider News has no
relationship with this venture nor with the
owners or managers of Property Collectives.
We have published this article because we
see it as of general interest and informative.

Activate your
New Year
– Owen Clark

With New Year here, it’s time to see
New visions and to find a key.
This is no time for past regret
Or sadness from the last mindset.
It’s not a time to nurse a pain
Or think that life is down the drain.
It’s time to start, begin again!
And even though there will be pain,
Begin again! Begin again!
There is found a new elation
In the midst of new creation.
It’s good to open up the eyes
And focus on a greater prize.
To activate the mind to see
The grander possibility.
And so assess what is essential
To reach the goal of new potential.

Saying never
– Owen Clark

Be careful saying “never”
And worse is “never ever”
It’s never ever clever
To lose a chance forever.
Owen is a local poet and can be
contacted at owenclark37@gmail.com

Nadrasca

– a great success story
– Glenn Hodgkin

Nadrasca is an NDIS registered provider of disability
services based in Rooks Road, Nunawading. We
provide support, employment opportunities, training,
accommodation, and day services for approximately
350 people with disabilities across several locations in
Melbourne’s Eastern Suburbs, specialising in supporting
people with intellectual and cognitive disability, with some
of our participants additionally experiencing both sensory
and physical impairments.
We manage seven residential Supported Independent
Living properties, and nine outreach properties for
participants who require minimum support to live
independently. There are two traditional Community Option
day services, at our sites in High Street Nunawading
and Witt Street Mitcham, and an innovative program My
Life My Future for young people leaving school is based
in Wood Street Nunawading. This provides wonderful
opportunities for experience and skills development to
enable young people to live as independently as possible.

Nadrasca Industry
Nadrasca Industry offers supported employment
services with the opportunity for participants to engage
in meaningful work in the fields of commercial printing,
warehousing and logistics, packing and packaging
services, and other commercial services. Nadrasca
Farm, on Morack Road in Vermont, offers an outdoor
horticultural-based program for people who prefer to
spend their time outdoors.

Nadrasca is a company limited by guarantee with an
11-member Board of Directors who all volunteer their
time. We are a for-purpose organisation registered
as a charity with the Australian Charities and Not for
Profits Commission. What sets us apart from traditional
businesses is our focus on creating major social impact
via the provision of a range of opportunities for our
people. When customers choose Nadrasca Industry, they
enable people with disabilities (our supported employees)
to gain skills, qualifications, and real-life work experience
that sets them up for a positive future while also providing
them with the opportunity to live ‘an ordinary life’. In
this context, an ordinary life is one where people with a
disability have the same opportunities as people without
a disability. Our services include:
• a manufacturing and assembly plant which provides
services to companies who are requiring re-work,
re-labelling, product assembly, contract picking and
packing services, collation services and many other
types of manufacturing and assembly services,
including quality assurance checks for products
• a full commercial warehousing fulfilment and
distribution service, backed with a 1,500 pallet space
facility offering long and short term storage solutions as
well as container loading and unloading services
• a commercial printing division offering all types
of finished printed media and printed products
– we produce posters, pull-ups, business cards,
pamphlets, reports and booklets and general signage,
complemented with our print distribution services
where required.
For every dollar invested with Nadrasca, a large proportion
goes directly toward providing people living with
disabilities the opportunity to participate in meaningful
employment and work toward achieving their dreams!

Nadrasca Industry and social procurement
Social procurement is when organisations and
government use their purchasing power to create social
value that is above and beyond the actual value of the
services or goods being procured. This practice affects
society in an extremely positive way. The key advantage
of social procurement is that the customer of these
services will be adding value by creating opportunities for
people who wouldn’t have found work otherwise. It’s a
win-win for all parties.
Nadrasca is an accredited Social Trader employing over
110 people living with a disability. Our staff are engaged
in roles with the support they need to have meaningful
jobs. We provide training and additional services to help
them to learn new skills and to work towards achieving
individual goals.
Looking forward, Nadrasca is constantly growing and
changing to suit the needs and wants of our participants.
Though much has changed in the NDIS environment in
how we work in the background, what has not changed is
that much like the opening of our High Street site back in
1972, our community is the most important thing, and our
organisational values are embedded in everything we do.
We are caring, we are supportive, we are trustworthy, and
we are respectful.
By choosing to use Nadrasca Industry you will be
directly supporting people with disabilities to gain a
greater financial and social independence which in turn
benefits all of society. If you’re looking for a reliable and
competitively priced service provider to support your
business, call Matt Johnston or Sean Dummigan on
9873 1111 or email sales@nadrasca.com.au
Glenn Hodgkin is CEO at Nadrasca and can be
contacted at Ghodgkin@nadrasca.com.au

The Association of Nadrasca was formed by a group of parents responding to the needs of their intellectually
disabled children, with the assistance of the Nunawading branch of Apex, in 1967. With few resources to
support people with disabilities available at the time, Nadrasca’s original aim and objectives were to provide for
educational, vocational, residential, and leisure needs of children and adults with disabilities. In 1968 a small
school, housed in a small church in Blackburn South, involved half a dozen children attending for half days.
Financial support for people living with disability was extremely limited at this time. Nadrasca’s fortunes took a
major turn in 1969 in the form of benefactor Cyril Hiddleston. Hiddleston donated the land for a permanent site
for Nadrasca at High Street in Nunawading. Up to this point Nadrasca had provided care and support for school
aged children and their families. It was time to start looking to support people beyond this stage of their lives
and since then the venture has flourished.
It was during these years of expansion of services that Nadrasca acquired and opened its first residential
accommodation house in High Street, set up with the residents’ own parents being house parents and was the
first of what would be many residential properties managed by Nadrasca over the years.

Letters to the Editors
Public seating, particularly for the aged and some with
disabilities, is suboptimal. The height of park benches
in particular is generally about 35cm (range 30-42cm).
Chairs range from 39cm to 46 cm, with a mean about
43cm, and stools are about 73cm. At these heights many/
most aged folk sit heavily and struggle to regain their
feet, particularly in park seating. The population’s average
height has also increased by 10cm in the past 100 years.
With these conditions prevailing, I ask councils to take
newsworthy initiatives to raise the height of benches to
about 45-50cm to improve the amenity for senior folk.
Ross Ollquist, Hawthorn

Letter to my 12 year old Grandson
Oliver
Great day today: my Letter to the Editor was published. I
hope readers take notice and that change results.
Writers try hard to pen clear opinions about how to
make Australia a better place. The major topic is Climate
Change, where we are messing up the Earth’s atmosphere
big-time, but there are lots more. The Editor decides if we
are published genius’ or flick us to the Dead Letter Office
or the Waste Paper Basket as we used to call it.

Those in charge are never happy with our letters but
there are so many writers and readers, that they are not
game to try to stop us, as of yet, at least in Australia. That
makes Australia free. People “printing” the newspaper
cop the real trouble. But why do we worry people? All we
do is string words next to each other.
Friends asked me why I write letters to newspapers.
I reply it is to provide “leadership”. They burst out
laughing. Why they laughed, I do not know, but I was
happy to entertain them and thought it best to laugh too.
Good luck.
Grandpa Malcolm Cameron, Camberwell

Authorised by J Kennedy, 197-199 Riversdale Road, Hawthorn, 3122. Printed Kosdown Printing,
10 Rocklea Dr, Port Melbourne. Funded from Parliamentary budget.
Authorised by J Kennedy, 197-199 Riversdale Road, Hawthorn, 3122. Printed Kosdown Printing,
10 Rocklea Dr, Port Melbourne. Funded from Parliamentary budget.
Authorised by J Kennedy, 197-199 Riversdale Road, Hawthorn, 3122. Printed Kosdown Printing,
10 Rocklea Dr, Port Melbourne. Funded from Parliamentary budget.
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A plethora
of awards!
The dominance of bad news stories in daily
media can be somewhat depressing. But
many people are quietly making creative
and valuable contributions to their local
communities and the wider world, and this
needs to be recognised and celebrated.

Boroondara
Citizens of the Year

The selection of National awardees is somewhat
opaque, with only very general assessment guidelines.
Hopefully the Governor General’s call for a review of
the Order of Australia Awards will be heeded.
Australia Day is a traditional awards-giving day, but this
year seemed a little different. Perhaps we are starting to
focus on what we actually want to celebrate. In any case,
it is somewhat ironic that Captain Arthur Phillip arrived
on ‘the great south land’ on 24 January but took a further
two days to move to Port Jackson, now Sydney, to begin
the invasion of a country that had been occupied and
nurtured for eons. Terra nullius indeed!

Boroondara and Whitehorse awards have also been
made. We congratulate all those who have been
recognised. The short notes following do not do justice
to their contributions, and we apologise if we missed
mentioning anyone. More detailed information about
the recipients of the Order of Australia Awards can be
found at www.tinyurl.com/1h3loo10 and
the Whitehorse and Boroondara websites have more
information about awards.

Yvonne Giltinan founded Yarra Gospel Community Choir
in 2004. Over the past 17 years, she has grown the choir
from just four original members to more than 70. As a
professional musician with 40 years’ experience, she uses
her skills and experience to mentor young accompanists
and build a supportive community. She says, “Our choir
members really appreciated all the work we did to keep
the choir going throughout a most challenging year, so
I accept this award for them. Our time together was a
lifeline in a year we will never forget. Thank you very
much for acknowledging our very valuable work as a
singing community.”

Boroondara Young Citizen of the Year

2021 Boroondara Volunteer
of the Year Award Winner

COVID-19: Outstanding
Local Hero Award Joint winners

COVID-19: Outstanding Innovative
Program award winner

In December, Boroondara announced its Volunteers of
the Year awards.

Susan Laird stepped up in her volunteer role at Servants
Community Housing, which provides housing to
vulnerable people with complex needs, to manage its
COVID-19 response. Susan made sure the organisation
had a COVID-19 safe plan and went to lengths to ensure
the safety of volunteers, clients and staff.

Boroondara Community Outreach, a local not-for-profit
Uniting Church mission based in Kew, has gone above
and beyond throughout the pandemic. The program
distributed 20,000 meals to vulnerable people, as well
as providing face masks, hot water, phone charging and
internet access to people experiencing homelessness.

Dr Elaine Ong started welfare work as a volunteer
veterinarian in the aftermath of the Boxing Day tsunami.
She has volunteered as a vet and expert wildlife rescuer
in significant bushfires and flood in Victoria for the last
20 years, including the Black Saturday bushfires and last
year in the Mallacoota fires. Dr Ong is the founder of Vets
for Compassion, a volunteer group that helps displaced
and injured wildlife. She has also trained vets who deliver
animal welfare work in Bali and China for the last 22
years. She says, “I arrived in Melbourne 40 years ago as
a teenager to complete my tertiary studies. I feel a duty to
give back to Australia and to the animals that I feel do not
have enough voice or support.”

Andrew Tynan established the Repair Café in the
Greythorn Community Hub, which helps community
members to repair, reuse and repurpose items that
would otherwise end up in landfill. Andrew and other
volunteers help community members to build their skills
to repair everything from sewing machines to computers
and furniture.

Aidan Dimitriadis has spent nearly half his life giving
back to his community. The Year Five student volunteers
at Four Golden Hearts, a group that supports local
families. His “Build Anything, Be Anything by Aidan”
campaign has provided children in need with their own
packs of Lego. Aidan says, “When I heard about the
many children who are removed from their home each
year in Victoria, it made me incredibly sad. I do my charity
not expecting a reward, but the best reward is knowing
that I am helping people in a tough situation. I hope to
inspire others to do the same.”

Yvonne Giltinan founded Yarra Gospel Community
Choir in 2004, and was also named in January as joint
Boroondara Citizen of the Year.

Whitehorse Citizen of the Year

Whitehorse Young Citizen of the Year

Whitehorse Australia Day Trophy

For many years, David Winter from Bread Street in
Hamilton Street Mont Albert has provided support to our
community through donations and fundraisers to local
community organisations. During 2020 he, with his team
of volunteers, took on the tremendous task of cooking
and delivering meals twice a week to those who are frail
and unable to leave their homes during lockdown. From
a small beginning, this service grew and, on average,
provided more than 400 meals each week.

Nathaniel Diong is an inspiring role model for CALD
(Culturally and Linguistically Diverse) youth hoping for a
better future. As a Whitehorse resident, Nathan is doing
phenomenal work to bring together diverse communities
in a range of high-impact programs.

This award is in recognition of the Victorian Obedience
Dog Club’s programs to provide training and support for
dog owners to be confident and raise well-behaved and
socialised dogs. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the
club provided weekly training sessions
via Zoom and support to people with new
pets who weren’t able to attend in-person
training sessions.

Whitehorse Community
Achievement Awards

role today. During his 20 years of service to the Box Hill
Art Group, Eric has developed an extensive network
of relationships on the group’s behalf, all of which
contribute to making the group flourish.

Doug Terrill has been an active committee member
at local community organisations for many years. This
includes Heatherdale Community Action Group and
Heatherdale Tennis Club, where he led a project into
water saving court surface options, which was later
used by many tennis clubs. He currently helps with
Sunday School activities at Mountview Uniting Church.

Uncle John Baxter is a highly respected community
Elder, a passionate advocate for reconciliation and
champion for all Aboriginal people, especially those
living with disabilities. John takes an active role in
the life of Victoria’s Aboriginal community. He is a
member of Reconciliation Victoria and the Whitehorse
Reconciliation Advisory Committee and is a regular
contributor to the Mullum Mullum Festival.
Eric Harvey joined Box Hill Art Group in 1995 and
became secretary in 2000. He is still continuing in this

Order of Australia Awards
(AO – Officer of the Order of Australia; AM – Member of the
Order of Australia; OAM – Medal of the Order of Australia)

Lawrence Barnett AM, Kew, for significant service to
Australian Rules Football, and to Little Athletics.
Douglas James Brown AM, Camberwell, for significant
service to medicine, particularly to spinal cord injuries.
Amy Burow AM, Camberwell, for significant service
to athletics and through support for women and junior
sportspersons.
William Charman AO, Deepdene, for distinguished
service to tertiary education, particularly to the
pharmaceutical sciences, and to professional
organisations. The late
James Cummins AM, Balwyn North, for significant
service to medicine, to neurosurgery, and to professional
medical societies.
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James Lambert has made an enormous contribution to
the Blackburn environment, particularly the Blackburn
Creeklands bushland park. He is a wonderful example
of the long-lasting value of volunteers who bring vision,
energy and commitment to our community.
Steve Roberts created the beautiful linear garden that
runs along the freeway wall from the eastern edge of
Slater Reserve up to around Brendale Court, a distance
of about 400m on each side of the path.
Lynn Glover, Public Service Medal, Balwyn, for
outstanding public service to education and training in
Victoria.
John Gosling AM, Doncaster, for significant service to
people who are blind or have low vision.
Nicholas Keks AM, North Balwyn, for significant service
to tertiary education, psychiatry, and professional bodies.
Catherine Kiss AM, Camberwell, for significant service
to the parks and recreation industry, and to children’s
wellbeing.
Peter Marshall AM, Glen Iris, for significant service to
tertiary education administration and to professional
associations.
An Luu Nguyen, Public Service Medal, Hawthorn, for
outstanding public service to major infrastructure delivery
in Victoria.
Claire O’Callaghan OAM, Kew, for service to the
community through charitable organisations.

Cliff Walsh has been a part of Forest Hill Woodturners
since 1993 and is held in high regard by all involved at
the club. Cliff shares his knowledge and expertise with
all members and is the principal teacher for all new club
members. Cliff also writes articles for magazines and
the club newsletter.
Colleen O’Reilly AM, Kew, for significant service to the
Anglican Church of Australia and to religious education.
Peter Reilly OAM, Camberwell, for service to the
community through cultural organisations and to
business.
Neil Rogers OAM, Box Hill North, for service to
community radio as a presenter. Bernard Smith OAM,
Deepdene, for service to the community of North Balwyn
and to cricket.
Richard John Stawell AM, Hawthorn, for significant
service to ophthalmology, to research, and to professional
bodies.
Peter Warner OAM, Canterbury, for service to cricket,
and to Australian Rules Football.

Congratulations to all. Keep up the good work!

My favourite walks
– Maximillian von Schnauzer

Petty’s Orchard

Don’t be afraid – over you go, turning left on the other
side. You’ve now joined the Main Yarra Trail, so keep to
the left and listen for those cyclists’ bells. Note that you’ll
come across a wooden walkway with covering wire. So
painful. Better to walk on the wire-free part on the left.

Hello my four-legged mates.
A new year, new walks. I
trust you enjoyed the festive
season – ie plentiful, and
possibly unusual, treats.
What did you think of
turkey? I don’t get the fuss –
no flavour, nothing to chew.
And do remember to steer
clear of any chocolate.
How are your two-leggeds? Mine are definitely chirpier
and out and about more. However, I have found it hard
being on my own after all those months of snuggling up
together. Are you feeling a touch forgotten? I make my
feelings known by dragging my bed around the house.
The further it’s dragged, the crosser I’ve been. On the
worst day I tried to stuff it through my doggy-door!
Today’s walk takes us to Petty’s Orchard, starting in
Eltham Lower Park. It’s longer than my previous walks.
Mum said it was 10,000 steps there and back. Of course,
at least twice as many for us.
At the start you cross a very tiny railway line, “miniature”,
the two-leggeds said. Then make your way across the two
ovals. The second one is leash-free, providing it is also
cricketer-free. Sorry, but this
is your only off-lead section. I
have been a little unwell and
wasn’t allowed to join the
other four-leggeds the day I
went, but I’m OK now.
Up to the top of the hill, keep
the horse paddock on your
left. It’s not advisable to bark
at any horses you may see.
They’re big! Turn left at the
top and follow the bike path
around to the soaring bridge.

Continue on this path,
following the brown river until
you see the A-frame board
saying ‘Petty’s Orchard’. The
sign is only there when the
café is open. But, of course,
that is when you will be going
– because, as we now know,
snacks and coffee are of
prime importance. Mum has
put the café link in the Paw
Notes.
Turn in and head for the café. Keep checking the apple
orchard on your right. There are often wallabies lazing in
the long grass. Look for the ears. Once you’re at the cafe
its snack time. Plenty of variety for us – cake, pie, tart.
The two-leggeds seemed particularly enthusiastic about
something called apple pie.
The ‘Dad-historian’ was with us, so of course there
were information panels to be read: “Petty’s Orchard
encompasses an antique apple orchard, commercial
orchard, wetlands and bird hide…The heritage collection
grows, displays and distributes more than 200 different
types of old and rare apples.” See the link in Paw Notes.
On the return trip we came across a number of fellow
four-leggeds. Some pass without a look, some want to
stop and sniff. And some even growl. Why, I wonder? But
I got thinking about the purpose of our sniffing. We, of
course, are trying to decide if you’re ‘friend or foe’. But
what do the two-leggeds do to determine this? The only
sniffing they seem to do involves a glass of red liquid.
Of course, there is another suggestion as to why we sniff.
Peter Bentley has written a very funny children’s story

Change anyone?
We can all think of things we’d like to have changed. How
many New Year’s resolutions to change something – lose
weight, exercise more, be nicer to the mother-in-law –
have you heard? How long do they last? Change is not
easy, even on this personal level when you are the one
supposedly calling the shots. We might want something
to change, but when it’s us that needs to change, that’s
not so popular.

Max

PawNotes:

– in case the two-leggeds
need ever more information
https://www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/Parks-Recreation/
Eltham-Lower-Park
http://www.yarraorganics.com.au/
Left: A high energy cosmic ray collides with a molecule

at the top of the atmosphere and produces a shower of
https://www.heritagefruitssociety.org/page-1701901
particles. Cartoon by Rob Gordon.

https://www.peterbently.com/books/
thegreatdogbottomswap/

Look out for any opportunities your council gives to
provide input. If you see something that you think
could be done better, let your council or other authority
know. The app called ‘Snap Send Solve’ is a great
way to do this. You too can bring about changes for
everyone’s benefit.
Chris Trueman lives locally and is a committee member
of WATAG

What about when it’s something in the community where
lots of people might be affected? Who will take the
lead and get things going? What is the role of volunteer
community groups in leading change? We are lucky to
have a new independent medium such as Eastsider News
so that community groups seeking to make lives better
for everyone now have a chance to tell others what they
are doing. Eastsider News itself came about when a very
small group decided that they would help to bring about
change by publishing this newspaper. They put their
hands up to lead the change.

Some groups want changes that will benefit everyone
and open up their membership to everyone in the
community who share their goals. As an example, groups
who seek to change policies of governments at all levels
to mitigate and counter the effects of climate change
are not acting out of self-interest but seek change that
will benefit everyone. Others might oppose this view
because their own self-interest is being threatened,
not because they think the wider community interest is
being threatened. Some will perceive the change being
sought to be a political one and they oppose it because it
conflicts with their own political views.

Hope you enjoy the walk. Please say hello if you see me
around.

for people in the community to be able to have a genuine
say in how their community is evolving around them. And
not just to have a say, but to have influence on decisions,
and help make those decisions – to be a contributor to
change. So getting involved with your council can have a
big effect. It can lead to change.

Chris Trueman

There are many community groups, but not all are trying
to change things. Many mainly want to make life easier
and have more fun, or simply have more engagement
with like-minded people when they do whatever the
group is set up to do. That might be playing cards,
soccer, being wonderfully creative with wood, or a
thousand other things. They bring excellent social sidebenefits and are to be highly recommended.

titled The Great Dog Bottom Swap. In it he describes how
all the dogs are invited to the summer ball and must hang
their bottoms on a peg before entering. The dancing gets
out of hand, the afghan tips over a candle, the curtains
catch fire and as the dogs flee, they grab a bottom from a
peg, any peg, on their way to safety. So, forever after, the
dogs are checking for a “sniff with that particular whiff”.

QUIZLINGS

Credit: www.torbenrick.eu/blog/change-management/change-management-comic-strips/

Whitehorse Active Transport Group (www.watag.org
) looks to share the benefits of safe and convenient
walking and cycling activities for leisure and local
commuting for all. Members are strong advocates for
infrastructure improvements which will be to everyone’s
benefit, not just their own.
By joining a local environment group such as Lighter
Footprints (www.lighterfootprints.org ) or an advocacy
group like WATAG, being a maintenance volunteer in your
local park, or helping meals-on-wheels, you can be a
contributor to change for everyone’s benefit. You can help
lead the change.

Community Engagement Policy
Recent changes to the Local Government Act require
local councils to implement a Community Engagement
Policy by 1 March 2021. It is regarded as very important

David Astle, radio and TV star, writer, wordsmith,
and cryptic crossword maker is expert at intriguing,
teasing, and frustrating his audiences with his
inventive mastery of words. David has very
generously agreed that in each edition of Eastsider
News we can include two of the Quizlings from his
book, ‘Puzzled’. Test your braincells out with these.
1. Antigrams are contrary anagrams. UNITE, for
instance, hides UNTIE. Can you figure out the
words that inspired each antigram here?

FLUSTER
MORE TINY
NICE LOVE
REAL FUN
TRUE LADY
2. When ants swarm the rug, a picnicker can be
alarmed. To prove the point, can you mix ANTS
with PICNICKER to make a hyphenated word
for terrified?
The Editors are always tempted to publish the answers in
the next edition, in April, but we thought again, and you
will find them on page 16 of this edition.
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Textbooks
help keep
kids in school

Volunteers collect and sort
the books most needed
A team of volunteers spend countless hours each
November through to February collecting and sorting
textbooks, filling booklist orders, and packing book bags
for each student and distributing book packs. Richard
Tregear, a welfare worker with the Les Twentyman
Foundation said, “When we first started the Back to
School program we had a young guy who wanted to go
to school and he didn’t have any textbooks. When we
went around to deliver the books, we discovered that he
was going to school from the boot of a car.”

– Kate McCarthy

If you have kids at school, especially secondary school, you
will know that the cost of textbooks is eye-wateringly high.
A booklist costs almost $1,000 per child each year, despite
many textbooks now being published in digital format.

Providing textbooks to students removes one of the
financial barriers to attending school. CEO, Renee
Hancock says, “Every child deserves a level playing field
when it comes to their education”. The Back to School
program aims to ensure that every child, regardless of
their gender, cultural background, or financial situation,
has access to the resources they need for school.

After trialling digital-first products, many schools have
come to the conclusion that digital-only textbooks don’t
cut it. Students need to learn via a range of delivery
methods, which includes having access to print as well
as digital textbooks. This leaves parents having to pay
for both digital and print versions of textbooks. And we
thought education was free in this country!
It doesn’t help when the Victorian Curriculum and
Assessment Authority (VCAA) changes the curriculum
regularly, thwarting any idea you had of passing texts
down from one sibling to the next. It seems there’s a new
edition textbook more frequently than the release of a
new iPhone. While most of us grumblingly cough up the
$$$ to pay for these resources, spare a thought for those
families who don’t have the means to pay for them at all.
A $250 CAS calculator required for maths in year 10?
Forget it. Many kids go without.
The Les Twentyman Foundation’s Back to School
program provides textbooks, stationery and calculators
to more than 400 of Melbourne’s most disadvantaged
students every year. This includes asylum seekers, First

Nations people, and other students who don’t have the
means to buy the resources they need for school.
The program receives over 200 boxes of donated
second-hand textbooks from schools and individuals
each year. Good quality second-hand textbooks and
stationery are used to fill booklists, and new books are
purchased to fill the gaps in supplies.
It is crucial that these students have current edition
textbooks so that they have equal access to resources.
This means that, in a year when several new edition
textbooks across different subjects are published, the
program can’t rely on as many second-hand texts and
must purchase new editions. This makes delivery of the
program more expensive.

Two years into my surprise!
– John Kennedy MP

Just over two years
ago, I was elected
as the Member for
Hawthorn. It’s fair
to say the result
surprised a few
people – present
company included!
I’m only the second
Labor Member for
Hawthorn in roughly
70 years.
After nearly 30 years as the Founding Principal of Loyola
College, I retired in 2008 and spent the next 10 years
with my wife, Bronwyn Lane, and family as a happy selffunded retiree. Pro bono projects, a small consultancy
business, overseas travel, a master’s degree in
leadership, and joining a political party became my main
pursuits. Then everything changed in November 2018
thanks to the slimmest of victory margins (330 votes).
My thoughts immediately turned to what I would strive
to achieve over the ensuing four years. In preparing for
my Inaugural Speech in Parliament, I found the words

that summed up my motivations: to seek and advocate
for a Hawthorn and world that is “fair, productive and
compassionate”.

Two years later
I feel incredibly lucky to live and work in just 19 square
kilometres of lively activity, restful beauty, history,
Hawthorn Aquatic and Leisure Centre, loads of
other sporting options, Swinburne University, multiculturalism, quality schools, Camberwell Market,
Glenferrie Road cafes – and changing demographics!
It is a delight for staff and me to visit, get to know and
support parents, staff and students of our government
and non-government schools which, without
exception, we observe doing excellent work with and
for young people.
My highlights of the last two years include:
• securing much needed funding for school building
upgrades and new sporting facilities
• the announcement of new social housing in Bills Street
• the construction of the Toorak Road rail crossing
• investment in public transport that will deliver more
regular services

Comments from some of the students supported by
the Back to School program are telling: “People often
looked down on me because they thought I was so
stupid…when I went into class with all my textbooks it
felt empowering”. “I felt scared…everybody else had
textbooks and I thought ‘I am not good enough’...but
everything’s changed now that I have the books.” “At the
start of the year, everybody has their books, but since we
don’t have a lot of money in our family, I didn’t get mine.
I’m so glad I have them now so I can feel the same as
everyone else.” “I am in Year 10 this year. I want to be
an engineer, but I know I have to work very hard to get
enough marks. To do well at maths, I need the textbook
to help me learn and study hard.”
Have a look at the video www.tinyurl.com/1hvtdsh5,
and if you would like to donate to this program, or sign up
as a volunteer go to https://ltfoundation.com.au/ourservices/back-to-school-program

• the announcement to build a major new battery for
our transition to renewable energy and extra charging
stations for electric vehicles.

COVID-19 postscript
I’d like to congratulate everyone in the Hawthorn
community for their generous, selfless endurance and
help of others in the difficult circumstances of COVID.
Throughout 2020, our Electorate Office, although usually
unable to accept walk-in visitors, remained open with
the Member or a volunteer onsite looking after incoming
phone calls, mail deliveries and writing personal cards to
constituents with ‘significant birthdays’, and staff working
from home on emails, social media and precisely 4,027
outgoing calls to our senior citizens.

Looking ahead
Serving my constituents and traders is an honour and
most satisfying experience. Please make contact if there
is a way you think my staff, or I can help (eg advocacy of
one kind or another, statutory declarations). As a nondriver, it is always a delight when constituents introduce
themselves during my daily travel from home on Tram 75
or on the train out of Hawthorn Station, and at the many
other wonderful places and services in our Electorate. So,
if you see me, please don’t be shy.
John Kennedy can be contacted at
john.kennedy@parliament.vic.gov.au

Mitcham Nunawading Probus Club
Are you a recently retired person who wants to stay active through social interaction with
other retired people in your local community? The Probus Club of Mitcham Nunawading
has continued to establish links with people through weekly Monday coffee sessions at
the Gourmet Girl Café in Laburnum, monthly ProBuzz newsletter, and
monthly photography and bird watch activities at local landmarks.

Camberwell Hockey
Looking to dust off those cobwebs and get your fitness going again? You would be
very welcome to join the gang at the Camberwell Hockey Club. We’d love to see you
down at Matlock. Come along for a try.
For the Men’s Section, please contact Nick Ryan at mens@camberwellhockeyclub.
com.au . For the Women’s section, please contact Suz Cannell womens@
camberwellhockeyclub.com.au and for the Junior’s section, please contact Jane
Oldhamjuniors@camberwellhockeyclub.com.au
Nick, Suz, and Jane will be able to provide you more information and direct you to the
best night and session suitable to you. Look forward to seeing you at the club!
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From February we recommence outings to iconic Melbourne
centres on the third Thursday of the month. We also have a
Sunday Lunch each month at selected restaurants. Zoom
meetings were the initial points of contact, however as
lockdown rules changed, face to face meetings have become
the accepted way.
Consider attending a monthly meeting at the Willis Room of
the Whitehorse Civic Centre on the second Tuesday morning of the month at
10:00am. You will meet a wide range of women and men and enjoy presentations from
interesting guest speakers. We usually have a post-meeting lunch at The Mitcham Hotel.
For further information, contact our Secretary mail@mnprobus.org.au or visit
our web page http://www.mnprobus.org.au/ or call our membership officer Neil
on 0412 293 826.

Is democracy
the best form
of governance?
– Bill Chandler

Democracy is not just a type of government, an ideology,
or a simplistic slogan. At its heart lies shared values
such as honesty, transparency, fairness, and trust. The
radical assault on democratic institutions by United
States of America’s past-President Donald Trump and
his supporters has dominated world news for months.
Who wasn’t glued to an electronic device on 6 January
as angry mobs descended on the US Capital to at least
disrupt democratic processes, or worse, to commit violent
and criminal damage to people and civic property?
In American, and across the world, the perennial mantra

have had a three-tier governance arrangement, but mega
bushfires and the COVID crisis have demonstrated that
Australia’s top-down political structure is dysfunctional. It
did not work well for bushfires and is not working well for
COVID-19 and the ongoing recovery challenge.
A make-do process called ‘National Cabinet’ helped limit
the COVID disaster, but it also exposed bureaucratic
and policy confusion. The conflicting messages and
marketing spin from Federal Government is confusing.
How well prepared are we to deal with ongoing health
threats, unprecedented levels of public debt, accelerating
environmental destruction, and frequent ‘natural’
disasters, let alone the immediate challenges of climate
change and the political dynamics of the wider world?
Politicians have a habit of operating in silos, choosing
to avoid the complexity of issues by often referring to
specific questions as “someone else’s responsibility”.
The result is that many issues fall through the cracks, and
the issues go on and on, unresolved. Many of our fellow
citizens in Whitehorse and Boroondara are aware of this
and are frustrated by a lack of progressive and positive
leadership at the political level.

achieve representational democracy practiced in Australia
and elsewhere, such as citizens’ juries, where small
groups of randomly selected citizens, representative of
the demographics in the area, come together to reach a
collective decision or recommendation on policy issues
through informed deliberation. It goes well beyond the
simplistic nature of popular opinion polls.
Consider some current Boroondara and Whitehorse
issues where citizen’s juries, or similar, could make a very
positive contribution to how our democracy works. The
most obvious example is the fact that a large majority of
the Boroondara and Whitehorse population want much
more positive action on climate change, but some of their
elected representatives refuse to take that action, instead
supporting ongoing fossil fuels in the face of international
evidence of their destructiveness when better and
cheaper alternatives are available.
The current lack of transparency of political donations
and lobbying, and so-called ‘preference whispering’
are gross distortions of our democracy. The immediacy
and intimacy of citizen juries could make a very
positive contribution to achieving more honest, fair and

PM

PM

elected by Party

elected by Party

CABINET

CABINET

appointed by Party factions

appointed by Party factions

PARTY ROOM

PARTY ROOM

amalgam of competing factions

amalgam of competing factions

ELECTED REPESENTATIVES

elected by voting citizens, but subject to ‘preference whispering’

PARTY ROOM

LOBBYISTS FOR VESTED INTERESTS

transparent donations

VOTERS

Winston Churchill is often credited with saying that
“democracy is the worst form of government, except for
all the others.” While this is a cute and trite statement,
it overshadows the fact that ‘democracy’ is a complex
concept, and simple slogans can become counterproductive. Kneejerk reactions by some politicians
in Australia to the 6 January USA trauma were in
themselves disturbing, criticizing violence but proclaiming
the importance of unfettered free speech that fostered
the violence. It raises serious questions about genuine
informed differences of opinions and fundamental
differences of societal values.

The evolution of Australian democracy
For many thousands of years, the governance of our
country was guided by an understanding and respect
for the environment and the resources it provided. With
the 18th century Colonial Invasion, individual colonies
imported types of democracy from the UK, but the socalled Westminster System has no formal constitution and
relies on evolving changing precedents. For 120 years we

CITIZEN JURIES or similar

informed, transparent, random selection

VOTERS

eligible citizens

of the USA being the world’s greatest democracy and
leader for the free world looked shaky indeed. In Australia,
in Boroondara and Whitehorse, many citizens were stirred
out of their complacency to understand that democracy
is not a god-given certainty, it is vulnerable to challenge,
often more from inside a country than from without.

elected by voters, advised by lobbyist and citizen juries

VESTED INTERESTS

unelected and major semi-transparent donors to Parties

A traditional hierarchy of governance

ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES

amalgam of competing Party factions

eligible citizens, with interest also in those not eligible to vote

The ‘revolving door’ of Prime Ministers over the past decade has
demonstrated a significant degree of instability, voter confusion, and
investment uncertainty in governance

A more effective and democratic form of governance?

Direct democracy and
representative democracy

transparent outcomes for our local communities, as well
as at the higher levels of governance.

Direct democracy, or pure democracy, is where people
decide on policy initiatives directly. Representative
democracy is a system of government where eligible
members of the public are empowered to elect
representatives to enact laws and oversee and protect
their interests in government. These systems vary in form
and include parliamentary republics, federal republics,
and constitutional monarchies, which is Australia’s
current form. While some people may be cynical about
politics, it is clear that in Boroondara and Whitehorse
there is considerable interest in the gulf between people’s
values and interests and how well they are being
represented by the current politicians. At the last Federal
election, less than 50% voted for the eventual winner in
Kooyong and Chisholm.

It is disturbing that, despite the spate of high-level enquiries
by independent and eminently qualified people about
serious matters, governments have been very slow to act,
or worse, refuse to adopt their well informed and sensible
recommendations. This includes the enquiries into banking
and finance, environment protection and biodiversity, aged
care, and the Uluru Statement from the Heart.

The current popular image of the governance hierarchy
is a pyramid, with the Prime Minister at the top and
the humble citizen at the bottom, but the citizens do
not choose the Prime Minister. The revolving door of
Prime Ministers demonstrated an inherent instability.
Perhaps it is time to reverse the governance hierarchy,
in recognition that simply voting for party-dominated
politicians every few years is inadequate. There are other
forms of civil discourse and governance which better

Despite political claims that the responses are based
on the evidence, simplistic slogans and marketing spin
about taxes take precedent over holistic economics and
short-term protection of current vested interests take
precedent over the future interests of Australia.
Disturbingly, there are recent examples where senior
politicians have been both too slow and too equivocal in
calling out uninformed disinformation, obfuscation, and
lies from colleagues in the name of free speech. Informed
civic discourse, honesty, transparency, and freedom of
speech need to go hand in hand. They are fundamental
values if we are to nurture and retain a healthy and
productive democracy.
Bill Chandler has been active in his local community for
more than four decades and stood as an Independent
candidate for Kooyong in the 2019 Federal election.

LOCAL TRADIES
Don't miss out!

.com.au

Tax, Bookkeeping,
Payroll & more.
Reliable and efficient Accounting services
for Individuals & Businesses.

0439 493 710

Scott Wainwright
Licensed Plumber & Gasﬁtter

info@berkaccounting.com.au
(03) 9830 0553
www.berkaccounting.com.au

Small adverts are now
available just $50
contact us at info@eastsidernews.org.au

Semi-retired

Carpenter/Handyman
Experienced, reliable & prompt
Incl: painting, tap washers, window sashes

Call David on

0423 585 034 – Eastern Suburbs Only
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Pandemic uncertainty continues for international students
– Kate McCarthy

Tens of thousands of international students
were forced to leave Australia and return to their
home countries last year due to the pandemic.
Frustrated with remote learning, lacking support
and struggling with social isolation, many had
no choice but to go home.
Recent outbreaks in Australia, and a more virulent British
strain of COVID-19 discovered overseas, has put a cloud
of uncertainty over twhe return of international students
to Australia. With international borders to Australia shut
indefinitely, many international students feel abandoned
and discarded. Here are some of their stories.

Naman Vijay Sharma, India
Naman Vijay Sharma arrived in Melbourne from her
hometown of Mumbai in late February 2020 to begin
studying a Master of Journalism at Monash University.
She arrived full of optimism and excitement about
meeting new people and exploring a new city. Within a
month, the pandemic shut everything down. Ms Sharma
had hoped to gain a postgraduate qualification, meet new
friends and immerse herself in Australian culture. Instead,
she spent most of the year in her bedroom living an
entirely online existence.

“It has been a complete disaster for me,” she said. “I’ve
not been able to go out at all and make new friends
because I’ve been locked inside my apartment on my
own...the mental health toll is the biggest toll on me.”
After struggling alone for months, Naman got a flight
home to India in October 2020. “It was the most difficult
journey of my life. So much so that I took a while to
recover from it, both mentally and physically.” She has no
idea if and when she will be able to get back to Australia
to complete her studies. For now, she will have to
continue her studies remotely.

Kashan Javed Qureshi, Pakistan
Kashan Javed Qureshi
began studying a Bachelor
of Engineering at Monash
in 2020. His dream was to
study in Australia. Fresh
out of high school, he was
ecstatic about the adventure
awaiting him. Like Ms
Sharma, Mr Qureshi arrived
in Melbourne in February
and within weeks the world
had turned upside down
and he was forced to study
his course remotely. “Paying Kashan Javed Qureshi
this much money for online
returned to Pakistan to
continue his studies.
study is a waste,” he said.
The four-year degree will
cost Mr Qureshi AUD$184,000.
Online learning is not up to the same standard as on
campus. “The communication gap is the main problem...
it’s a major drawback. The online practicals are not even
50% as productive as face-to-face practicals,” he said.
“The tuition fees should have been reduced. It’s not value
for money at all.”

Before coming to study in
Australia, Naman Vijay Sharma
says her parents had never left
her side.

International Masters
student Naman Vijay Sharma
describes the one time she
got to visit campus as “just
pure happiness”

Feeling hemmed in by the lockdown, and with the
uncertainty about when face-to-face learning would
return, Mr Qureshi took the opportunity when it arose to
fly back to his family in Pakistan. He is frustrated that he
has to continue studying his course online.
“Although I don’t want to study online…I have no
choice but to continue. The Australian government’s

reaction to the situation
of international students
is pathetic I’d say. In my
opinion their carelessness
shows they think we don’t
even exist. I think at the
very least the tuition fees
for international students
stuck overseas should
have been reduced. I
Kashan Javed Qureshi, centre,
have no hope of returning
with friends at Magalla Hills,
Islamabad, Pakistan.
any time soon. The
government hasn’t even
bothered to give us an expected date. I had heard that
Australia was a beautiful country to live in, and although I
lived there for a couple of months, I didn’t get the chance
to enjoy its beauty.”

Nathan Tsui, Hong Kong
Nathan Tsui is a third year Bachelor of Medical Science/
Doctor of Medicine student at Monash University. He left
his home in Hong Kong in early 2019 to begin studying
in Australia. Mr Tsui came to study in Australia due to a
happy accident. A requirement for entry to a Hong Kong
university is a pass in old text Chinese – but he failed
this subject in his final year of school, despite achieving
outstanding results in all of his other subjects. Forced
to choose a university outside of Hong Kong, he chose
Melbourne’s Monash University for its high world ranking.
“The pandemic forced us into online learning. It’s difficult
to learn medicine online…the quality was nowhere near
the same high standard as on campus. A lot of it has to
be in person, such as dissecting cadavers, practising on
patients, and other physical practice.”
“Some medical students started a petition to lobby the
university for a fee reduction due to the lower standard
of teaching…a lot of students are angry and dissatisfied
with the delivery of their course and the lack of
communication. Fees for international students have not
been reduced. I don’t think COVID will be over soon. I’m
more on the pessimistic side, but I think that what Victoria
did was good to reduce the spread of the virus. I’m not
that hopeful that international students stuck overseas
will be able to get back this year at all.”

Advocating for appropriate and
sustainable development in Whitehorse
The umbrella group Combined Residents of Whitehorse
Action Group Inc. (CROWAG) represents several local
community groups working within the municipality
of Whitehorse. It acts on behalf of these groups as
an advocate to all tiers of government on matters of
appropriate and sustainable development affecting builtform, public amenity and the natural landscape.
Since its establishment in 2007, CROWAG has
worked to support residents and organisations to
develop and maintain an open and mutually beneficial
dialogue with Whitehorse Council on planning
matters. Through its lobbying and advocacy efforts,
it works to address potential disconnects between
council and its constituents. The goal is to maximise

Council’s relationship with its constituents to achieve
appropriate design outcomes that affect the quality of
life for residents and enhance the landscape character
of Whitehorse.
Over the last two years, CROWAG has been active in
addressing what it sees as the broadening disconnect
between Whitehorse City Council and the community.
Principal activities include monitoring Council’s
regulation, compliance and enforcement of the
Whitehorse Planning Scheme. Its advocacy is directed
at the enhancement of community amenity – vegetation
cover, tree protection, open space, street planting,
improved connectivity with an increasing population,
Council and community response to COVID-19. It has
lobbied for rigorous management, transparency and
accountability of Council’s Open Space Reserve Fund
and developer contributions in creating new parks,
linkages and open spaces within Whitehorse.
Specific projects over this time include efforts to limit
the anticipated negative impacts of the North East Link
project on traffic, open space, parklands and connections
within Whitehorse. The group has provided community
feedback on the development of the Box Hill Metropolitan
Activity Centre in relation to impacts on traffic and public
transport as well as pedestrian and cycling issues, open
space and overall public amenity.
Its advocacy work at the State Government level has
included submissions to Victorian Parliament inquiries
and correspondence to State Government Ministers on a
variety of matters including the planning permit process
for single tree removals, the inadequacy of fines for the
illegal removal of trees on private land and lobbying for
an urgent review of the new single-member ward system
for Whitehorse Council. At the municipal level, it has
corresponded with Whitehorse on matters such as the
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Council’s abandonment of a legal challenge regarding
the North East Link Environmental Effects Statement, its
inadequate response to the current climate emergency
and advocating for a better publicized, more transparent
and more vigorous application of Whitehorse Council’s
Community Engagement Framework.

history. It is available on online platforms, or you can
visit the café for a personally signed copy.
Asked about her admiration for Vivien Leigh, Shiroma
said, “Her life encompasses everything that gives a
creative person inspiration. Despite suffering from
debilitating BiPolar at a time when the illness was
not understood, and dying at only 53 from TB,
Vivien Leigh lived a full life. She was mercurially
intelligent, spoke several languages, was widely
read, travelled, and a versatile actress, winning
many awards. With Laurence Olivier she was a part
of one of the most iconic celebrity acting duos of
the Twentieth century”.

Shiroma

new age poet
and entrepreneur
– Marie Pietersz

Shiroma may be familiar to many as the owner of one
of Camberwell’s long established cafes, Coffeehead,
but lesser known as an author. Having published two
books of poetry, she is currently researching her third, a
submission which she hopes to present at a conference
on her actress idol Vivien Leigh in Paris this year. Shiroma
commented that she never intended to become an
‘author’ but was driven by a desire to see her writings
since childhood in a tangible format. Her first book,
Gemini’s Reflection is a collaborative effort with her
cousin Sash Costa, with verses juxtaposed to depict the
traits of their shared star sign, Gemini.
Her second book of poetry, Serenading the Dawn, is
coloured by her love for nostalgia, Vivien Leigh, and

“It’s ironic but gratifying that her star seems to
be ascending after her death, with numerous
bio-pics in the pipework, an appearance in a Netflix
series, a number of books, plays, poems and academic
studies, reappraising
her work. When alive,
however, she was
eclipsed by her second
husband Laurence Olivier
in stature, and unfairly
trapped in rumours and
stigmas. Her fan groups
are very active today,
with a younger member
base, like the Vivien Leigh
Circle and many social
media pages dedicated
Vivien Leigh
to her. She is also an
interesting subject from medical history and mental
illness perspectives”.
“Even though the movie she is synonymous with,
Gone With The Wind, has received negative attention
in recent times, we should not forget that it’s primarily
about her iconic character Scarlett O’Hara, a strong,
independent, ground-breaking female, rising above
adversity to survive”.

Rotary turns 100 in Australia
– Geoffrey Rose

This is a special year for Rotary in Australia as it
celebrates 100 years of strengthening communities
through service, goodwill, and friendship. Rotary is a
non-political and non-religious organization dedicated
to humanitarian service which encourages high ethical
standards in all vocations and is helping to build goodwill
and peace in the world.
Rotary started in Australia in 1921, with the formation of
four clubs, and has now grown to have over 1,000 active
clubs spread throughout Australia and New Zealand.
Within the City of Whitehorse alone there are six Rotary
Clubs and a Rotaract Club (Rotary for under 30s) making
a difference both here and abroad.
Through the hard work of their members and the support
of the community, Rotary Clubs are able to undertake
projects ranging from large scale international initiatives
to projects making a difference at a local level.
On the international scene, Rotary has been working
to eradicate polio for more than 35 years with the
ambitious goal of ridding the world of this disease now
closer than ever. Polio cases have been reduced by 99.9
percent since Rotary’s first project to vaccinate children
in the Philippines in 1979. Today, polio remains endemic
only in Afghanistan and Pakistan, but work continues
in those countries to stamp it out there too. Rotary’s
international program include provision of toilets and

basic sanitation for schools in India and Africa, funding
life changing surgery for children with a clef lip and
palate in Bangladesh, and funding Shelter Boxes,
containing a tent and essential equipment, for families
in disaster hit areas who are displaced or homeless.
Rotary also helps to relocate used x-ray machines to
developing countries, provide maintenance, training,
and ongoing technical support.
While Rotary’s international projects have a high profile
and are often well known, many people are unaware
of the diverse range of projects which Rotary supports
in our local community. They include supporting the
Umbrella Dementia Cafes established for dementia
sufferers and their carers, as well as supporting groups
such as Alkira in its important work providing services
and support to people with an intellectual disability. Local
clubs have helped by providing funding for bush fire
recovery, supporting local health care workers in the front
line of the COVID response, helping international students
impacted by the COVID pandemic and developing local
Street Libraries to give people access to free books and
DVDs, while encouraging them to donate old ones they
no longer need. Other initiatives range from funding
scholarships at Box Hill Institute, supporting kitchen
gardens at local Primary Schools and the Whitehorse
Men’s Shed, to providing meals and accommodation for
vulnerable and homeless people.

During COVID restrictions,
Shiroma found it easier to
juggle business and writing.
Libraries and museums
were closed, but her friends
and others have generously
shared their knowledge,
support, and collections,
especially author, Kendra
Bean. “In pre-COVID times,
I found it hard to timemanage as I was required
at the business more. But
having two great business
partners and an awesome
family support team, I am
blessed”.

Larry and Viv on the 1948 tour

Her future writing plans include a non-fiction account
of the 1948 Old Vic Tour of Australia and New Zealand
that sheds a fairer light on Leigh. “As an Australian with
a New Zealand background, and a fan, I feel an affinity
with the subject”.
The 1948 Old Vic theatrical tour, headed by Vivien Leigh
and Laurence Olivier, was sponsored by the British
Council to thank Australia and New Zealand for their war
effort. “This part of the world had not seen such theatre
before. Tickets were sold out and newspapers wrote of
nothing else during the nine months”. The tour influenced
both countries culturally and has lived long in the
memories of those in the troupe and the audience.
Shiroma would be delighted to talk to anyone
with memories, information, or memorabilia about
this tour or about Vivien Leigh who would like to
contribute to her research. She can be contacted on
shiroma@1961coffeehead.com.au or 0437 105 055 or
drop in to CoffeeHead for a cup and chat. Due credit will
be given in the final work.
Shiroma Perera-Nathan can be followed on
Instagram @peacockblues and Twitter.
(Photo credits: Shiroma Perera-Nathan)

Many of the local initiatives of the Rotary clubs in the City
of Whitehorse will be in the spotlight on 11 April 2021
when the local clubs participate in the R100 Centenary
Baton Relay being run throughout Australia. The R100
baton will travel the length and breadth of Whitehorse as
local clubs carry it past the many local organisations they
are proud to work with and support.
Keep an eye out for the baton relay, and if you would like
to join us on the day, learn more about Rotary, or explore
the opportunity to become a member, feel free to contact
one of the clubs using the details shown below.

Wattle Park
upgrades
community engagement
report released
The Victorian Government is investing $4.3 million into a
new all-abilities playscape
and upgraded walking and running track at Wattle Park
in Burwood. From August to October of 2020, Parks
Victoria asked the community for ideas and input to help
design the upgrades. Altogether, 702 people contributed
through the Engage Victoria webpage, 94 registered for
community information sessions, and five meetings were
held with key stakeholders.
A report summarising the community's feedback has
now been released on Engage Victoria. Some of the key
messages through the engagement were:
• the walking/running track surface is one of the most
important parts of the upgrade for many people,
granitic sand being the preferred surface
• people are interested in facilities around the playscape
such as seating, shading, and BBQ facilities
• continuing to celebrate the Tramway Board history
through the park upgrades was important for people,
particularly young people
• it is important that the natural bushland in the park
remains and even be improved through the upgrades.
Parks Victoria thanks all those who contributed their
ideas and feedback in the first phase of engagement and
look forward to showing you draft designs later this year
and hearing further feedback. For details see
https://engage.vic.gov.au/wattle-park-upgrades
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Things have changed a lot since we took over the
business. Retail shops traded 5½ days a week, there
was no electronic technology, no barcodes, no EFTPOS,
all pricing was done with price guns. There were no
“Use by Dates” or “Best before Dates”. The week’s
‘Specials’ were on a list, which the cashiers had to
memorise over the weekend prior. Ordering was done
with a MSI 77 ordering machine, which was transmitted
by phone to Foodland. The cash registers were full
keyboard NCR registers.
The shop only had wooden shelving, and there was no
Cool Room or Freezer Room, but we had a domestic
freezer and fridge in our storeroom to store backup stock.
Within 6 months we had installed the latest Cool Room
and Freezer Room.

40 YEARS
at Canterbury
IGA X/Press
– Kenn Buckley

On 25 January 2021, proprietors Kenn and June Buckley
and family celebrated 40 years of being in business as
Retail Grocers in the renowned Maling Road, Canterbury
shopping strip. In 1981, when we took over the store,
it was previously owned by a P.C.Thomas, as a variety
store with a Supa Value banner. He had opened the store
in 1939.

We gradually converted the shop into a self-service
convenience store and, during that time, have had
numerous banners and dealt with various Warehouses. In
1999, we made the headlines when we obtained a Liquor
Licence. This was an historic occasion because we were
the first to get a Liquor Licence in Melbourne’s ‘Dry Area’.
We then immediately refurbished the shop with the latest
shelving and electronic technology. This mammoth task,
was done in a record time of 4½ days, without ceasing
trading. We have traded continuously, except in August
2020, when our daughter contracted COVID. We closed
for three hours for a deep clean.

We have always employed local people and been
involved in the community and given support to the
Canterbury Football and Cricket Clubs, even though Kenn
in his youth played against both Clubs. Our family give a
special thanks to the Community of Canterbury who have
been very supportive of our business.

Over the years, we have won various industry awards
and been supported by our suppliers. We have seen
the continual growth of government regulations, some
of which have been excellent while others have been
restrictive. We have seen the rationalisation of the
industry and the introduction of international competitors,

Well done, Buckley family! You exemplify the many
hard working and vibrant local small businesses in this
area that have good stories to tell and make up such
an essential part of our community and local economy.
We wish you and others like you the best for the future,
especially in these challenging times.

Good outcomes are dependent
on good governance
– Victor Franco

As the newly elected Boroondara councillor in Gardiner
Ward, I share community concerns about increasing
density, traffic, and inappropriate development. I want
to see planning controls which protect our heritage,
promote design excellence, and encourage sustainability.
Together we can make Boroondara vibrant and
pedestrian and family-friendly, with outdoor plazas and
dining, underground carparking, better transport services,
and cycling infrastructure.
It’s early days, but I am delighted with progress to date.
I’ve long championed restoring the historic parkland in
Camberwell Junction that Boroondara Council converted
into a staff carpark in 2010. Despite Council’s past
opposition, this is now a step closer, with the State
Government recently committing over $700, 000 to make
it a reality. It will be interesting to see how our newlyelected Council responds, and whether Council will also

A new Urban
Forest Strategy
for Whitehorse
Whitehorse City Council is preparing a new strategy to
better manage the trees and vegetation across both
private and public land in that area. The impetus for
this new strategy is to capture and preserve the many
benefits arising from the municipality’s tree cover.
These include improvements to air quality, the provision
of shading in summer, filtering stormwater and storing
carbon. Trees and vegetation create natural settings
for people to explore, rest and unwind, and improve
habitat for wildlife and preserve biodiversity.
Council would like to gain the insights of Whitehorse
residents to help develop the strategy and identify
what the community regards as priorities. Please
visit https://oursay.org/whitehorsecitycouncil/
whitehorseurbanforest-1 for more information.

My Favourite Tree Photo Competition
You are also invited to join in the celebration of local
trees by submitting photographs of your favourite
local tree to our photo competition. Check out how to
enter here: https://oursay.org/whitehorsecitycouncil/
myfavouritetree
14
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the increased awareness of protecting our environment,
and witnessed the advancement of packaging of
products for the convenience of the consumer.

agree to convert part of Reserve Road Camberwell into
parkland, as so many residents have advocated.

Good reasons to be optimistic
There are good reasons to be optimistic. At the first
ordinary meeting of our newly elected Council in
November 2020 we took our first steps towards delivering
on longstanding and widespread community demands for
change by unanimously establishing a Climate Advisory
Committee, a Cycling Advisory Committee, a Heritage
Advisory Committee, and a Gardiners Creek Committee.
I will diligently serve on each of these committees. The
challenge is now for Council to prepare a comprehensive
climate action plan that establishes us as an
environmental leader, a cycling strategy that creates safe
on-road cycleways and reduces pressure for pedestrians
on our congested shared paths, and a masterplan for

Gardiners Creek to thoughtfully guide revegetation and
biodiversity works, water sensitive urban design, and
shared path upgrades. I am personally committed to
seeing all these come to fruition in 2021.
Like many of you, I was delighted that thousands in our
community galvanised to save the Robyn Boyd house
in Balwyn North from demolition, an iconic property
designed by one of Australia’s most celebrated architects.
I am committed to ensuring that our Heritage Advisory
Committee gives appropriate focus to our unique midcentury architecture which is all too often overlooked, as
the Boyd house had been along with many others that
have been the subject of detailed studies.
I want to end with a note on the fundamentals. Good
outcomes are dependent on good governance. This
means being financially responsible, ensuring that
decision-making is open and transparent, and that
we are accessible and responsive to our community.
This is essential to the efficient delivery of our core
services which underpin the health and well-being of our
community, such as our parks and gardens, playgrounds
and recreational facilities, libraries and cultural events,
and our tree-lined streetscapes, and waste services.
I can be contacted at 0482 888 635 or
victor.franco@boroondara.vic.gov.au

New Life Members at
Ringwood Croquet Club
Ringwood Croquet Club recently held their Annual General Meeting at which two
members were presented with Life Membership.
Jenny Daniell has given over 30 years of continuous service to Ringwood Croquet
Club, an amazing contribution from this proud and loyal member. Jenny has been
a keen and competitive Association Croquet player and played pennant croquet for
many years on behalf of the Ringwood Croquet Club. Her club handicap was 9 and
this is a true indication of her skill level. Jenny is also a qualified Referee and she has
served at many Victorian Croquet Association, Eastern Region, Club Tournaments,
and pennant matches. In recent years Jenny has been regularly on call and has
dedicated a great deal of her time to refereeing matches at the Ringwood Club.
Murray Powers has enjoyed 22 years of continuous membership of the Ringwood
Croquet Club. For many of those 22 years Murray served on the Club Committee
giving invaluable service, including two terms as Club Secretary. Murray has been a
Referee for many years and has served at Victorian Croquet Association, Regional
and Club events. For at least ten years Murray has acted as Referee in Charge of the
Open Association Croquet Club Tournaments and has represented the Ringwood
Croquet Club in pennant teams.
Murray worked extensively with a Sub-Committee on the new Ringwood Croquet
Club Constitution. His contribution has been outstanding and, on many occasions,
has been relied upon to give sound advice to the Club Committee over ongoing
matters related to the constitution, bylaws and meeting procedure.
Ringwood Croquet Cub considers itself extremely fortunate to have members of
such high calibre and congratulate Jenny Daniell and Murray Powers on
this recognition.

It’s February!
– Susan Biggar

It’s February and that means it’s
the ‘back to’ time-of-year. Back
to school, back to work, back to
wearing shoes, and, sigh, back to
setting a morning alarm. Every year,
as I make that transition back to
regular routines, I scrabble around to carry something
forward from my luxurious January hiatus. This February,
I’m reflecting on a book from my summer reading and
how it could change my conversations in 2021. The book
was social researcher Rebecca Huntley’s How to talk
about climate change in a way that makes a difference.
Funnily enough, this book isn’t fundamentally about
climate change. It’s about talking. It turns out I don’t
talk very much about climate change. And according to
Huntley I’m not alone in my silence. Surveys from the Yale
Program on Climate Change Communication show, in
fact, that most of us rarely or never speak about climate
change. It seems to have replaced sex, religion, and
salaries as the taboo topics of the 21st century.
Does that surprise you? It surprises me. Because
we’re no longer debating the science or the reality of

Book review
The Climate Cure: Solving the
Climate Emergency in the
Era of COVID-19
Tim Flannery November 2020
– Carolyn Ingvarson

If, like me, you remain puzzled
and frustrated by Australia’s
failure to address climate change
at the national level, you will find
this book both insightful and
valuable. Importantly, Flannery’s
comprehensive coverage
describes what can be done
and explains that what needs to be done is eminently
achievable.

our changing climate and the monumental risks and
challenges that will come from it. Research from the
Australia Institute shows that most Australians, regardless
of our voting preferences, are worried about climate
change and want it to be addressed by governments
and citizens alike. We don’t all agree on how the problem
should be tackled. But the existence of this problem,
the fact it will impact on all of us – and our children
and grandchildren even more – ought to motivate us to
chat about it over a strong latte, a cold home brew or a
Sunday roast. Wouldn’t you think?
But climate change is emotional, political, personal,
and overwhelming. So, most of us don’t go there.
We worry about offending our friends or touching on
tender topics over the summer tapenade. When the
catastrophic bushfires hit last year, for a time many of
us gently cracked open the topic, as did many of our
battle-hardened firies, thinking our reality in Australia
had changed and it was time to talk. Eventually the
fires were extinguished, and maybe with it some of our
courage to converse.
According to the British environmental campaigner and
writer, George Marshall, one survey found that “a quarter
of people have never discussed climate change with
anyone at all.” That may not sound like a large number,
but could we imagine 25% of Australians who had not
had a single conversation this year about COVID? Not

Flannery sets out a number of approaches to remove
the blight already happening and address the damage
already done. It’s hard to keep these solutions in your
head, because they are complex and intended to work
together. For me, it’s like understanding how penicillin
actually works. I don’t really know, but scientists,
economists and other experts do know, and I just want
some mechanism to make sure that expert knowledge
gets used. This is in stark contrast to the ill-informed
high rotation media comments by a small number of high
profile local politicians.
My lack of trust that the Federal Government today is
doing its best to ensure our survival has been building for
some time, but this book has confirmed my worst fears.
So long as we feed the parasite that is quietly killing us,
by pretending that it is needed, and that it will take a long
time to replace, we are headed for diabolical trouble.

These are pretty much the same things we need as we
face climate change today. As with COVID, slowing
climate change requires a serious team effort. We need
leadership, science, action, and hope, with everyone
pulling in the same direction.
So, as I grudgingly slip back into my regular routine –
including shoes and alarm clocks – I’m carrying a new goal
for 2021. It’s time to get talking about things that matter.
Susan Biggar is a recently elected Boroondara
Councillor for Riversdale Ward and can be contacted at
susan.biggar@boroondara.vic.gov.au
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Australia’s response to the COVID19 crisis showed
what can be done at the national level when we look the
evidence in the face, with the national interest uppermost
in mind unencumbered by sectional interests. We’ve not
been able to do that in dealing with climate change.

By this stage, I needed no further convincing and was
hankering for the cures to be laid out. As with any
complex illness, the cure is never simple, but starts with
cutting off the parasite’s life support system. Strong
medication in the form of alternative energy providers
and industries that don’t suck the body dry already
exist and can do the job. Government policies however,
as the author describes, are making things worse,
through playing down the cause of the problem and the
need for immediate action, while insisting that they are
acknowledging the problem.

When it comes to COVID, we openly share our worries
and are united in our resolve to beat the virus. Stories
of loss and grief – of loved ones, cherished freedoms,
jobs – are real and are held in common, a community
pain. By talking about it we bear the weight together and
work towards a solution. I rarely hear blaming and fingerpointing in conversations about the pandemic. Most of us
aren’t interested in that. We are interested in, and talking
about, strong leadership, following the science, taking
action, and finding hope to get through this time.

Remove the blight, address the damage

In the first half of his book, Flannery shows where
Australia sits in the world, and the contribution the fossil
fuel industry is making to the probable demise of the
earth as a viable planet, given current trends. Nothing
new here, but some of the images and statistics are
startling. Australian government subsidies (often hidden)
to the fossil fuel industry are calculated at $1,198 per
person per year and, in terms of direct health, their
pollution kills around 3,000 people every year.

Responding adequately to climate change is more
complex than COVID. We have allowed the short-term
interests of a few to cloud the long-term interests of
all. Flannery sees the fossil fuel industry as a parasite
that is quietly and insidiously sapping what could be a
healthy body; a parasite with the potential to destroy
its host. Flannery provides valuable examples of how
special interest groups keep government in its thrall.
When challenged, the industry cleverly diverts attention
to other causes, such as population growth and eating
meat, playing down the debilitating impact of its carbon
emissions, and perpetuating the myth that fossil fuels are
essential to economic survival.

a single one? No. Our shyness on climate is stark when
you consider that the pandemic has been our number
one trending topic in every mothers group chatroom,
print and online mainstream media, and informal catchup in the condiment aisle at the supermarket for the past
ten months.

The book addresses action programs such as: use of
hydrogen to replace fossil fuels in parallel with renewable
energy; ways to tackle aviation and the shipping industry;
innovative agriculture; and the necessary drawdown of
CO2 from the atmosphere. Only some of the solutions
Flannery that reviews are being explored so far.
What I am hoping is that as more people delve into this
book, they will develop a greater understanding of the
problem and what must be done – and demand much
greater action from our so-called leaders. I would have
liked to have seen more clarity on what was needed to
implement Flannery’s list of actions. He proposes, for
example, several new national bodies without identifying
any coherent framework to support these bodies. I will,
however, be keeping my copy handy. It’s not the problem
I need convincing about, it’s conveying what to do about
it, and that’s where we have to rely on the experts, and
where this book might point the way.
Carolyn Ingvarson was a founder of the Lighter
Footprints climate action group, was Boroondara
Citizen of the Year 2016, and received the ACF Peter
Rawlinson Medal 2020.

Home Stay Care
For Dogs

A great alternative
to a kennel.
Let our Canine Nannies care for your dog at
their home whilst you’re away. They give the
same loving care to your dog as you do.

Call Jan 0487 468 817

caninenannies@bigpond.com
Nannies urgently required for our
growing team. Become a Canine Nanny work at home caring for dogs whilst their
owners are away. All you need is a fenced
garden, with no cats and to love dogs.
Full training provided.

www.caninenannies.com.au
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Live life
and dance
– Anne Young

Teaching her own form of line
dancing has brought together
Marie Pietersz’ passion for life
and learning and her love of
community involvement. “If you
want to dance for any reason,
then age is no barrier”. Marie has
Marie Pietersz
been teaching line dancing in the
eastern suburbs for more than 15 years and her group,
Stars-In-Line, is well-known for its demonstrations and
performances.
As an Ambassador for Victorian Seniors’ Week for the last
two years, she brought her unique form of line dancing
to an even larger audience. Her drive to engage with
others in her community means no challenge is too great,
whether it be COVID or those of us with two left feet.
Marie was born in Sri Lanka of Dutch, English and Sri
Lankan heritage and credits this mix of cultures as
enabling her to see things through others’ eyes. She
had many dreams growing up, but opportunities were
limited in Sri Lanka. Newly married, she and her husband
migrated to Australia in the 1970s.
On arriving they were told to ‘assimilate’ but, despite
excellent English and secretarial skills, it was difficult
finding work. At that time, getting to city jobs with no car
and limited public transport and overcoming negative
attitudes towards women in the workforce were major
challenges. Marie overcame these challenges and
worked for 45 years in the public sector and a number
of those years in the Ministerial Offices of the Victorian
Government for both Labor and Liberal Ministers.
Aware of other migrants’ struggles she wanted to use
her skills and experience to help. She trained as a
teacher of English as a Second Language (ESL) while still
working full time. All the while, keen to keep active, Marie
attended line dancing classes. She had loved sport and
dancing growing up, played netball for Sri Lanka in her
teens, and line dancing was an energetic form of dance.
Surprised to find no line dancing classes when she joined
the U3A (University of the Third Age) in Nunawading,
Marie embraced the opportunity and began the first U3A
line dancing classes. Her ESL experience was again
valuable here because her students came from many
cultures, often with limited English. Marie’s teaching
experience enabled her to break down complex routines
into manageable segments and to recognise when a
student needed extra support. She enjoys the delight
on students’ faces when they master a new routine or
sequence of steps.
Marie teaches contemporary line dancing. This gentler
style is danced to many genres of music including

In the next edition
The deadline for articles for the next edition of Eastsider
News is 26 March, with the edition due to go online
early April. The new year is well under way and we look
forward to seeing some great stories about how life is
moving forward. What has changed, what has stayed the
same, is there a new normal? What are your hopes and
plans for the rest of the year?

Have you got something to say?
The articles for Eastsider News come through wordof-mouth contacts from a variety of personal and
community networks. They are now flowing in also
from amongst the hundreds of new subscribers and the
thousands of people who have clicked on the website.
These networks are evolving and expanding rapidly. If
you are reading this, then you are part of that evolution,
and therefore invited to submit your news, stories, ideas,
photos, and Letters to the Editors for the next and
subsequent editions.
Email to info@eastsidernews.org.au

Page 9 Quizling Answers
1. Restful, enormity, violence, funeral, adultery
2. PANIC-STRICKEN
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contemporary and pop music, sometimes with Ballroom
and Latin steps incorporated. With students from many
cultures, classes are themed to celebrate this diversity
and festivals from around the world are celebrated.
Requests from aged care and nursing homes have led to
classes in a range of settings as well as privately. Dance
classes in chairs to favourite music is a recent innovation
in aged care.
“Dancing is one of the best forms of exercise, and when
you are exercising to your favourite music with others it
beats hard ‘yakka’ at a gym. You don’t need a partner

‘Live life and learn’ is Marie’s philosophy,
enthusiastically embracing life and continually learning.
During COVID lockdown Marie was busy gearing up
her online tech skills and writing dance choreographies,
using music with lyrics which reflect kindness and
encouragement to those feeling the isolation, such as
Hand to Hold, Stop the World, and Moving On Out.
Marie, who is also a ballroom medal dancer, loves how
the gentler and left-of-centre evolution of line dancing
to more genres of music has a wider appeal to multigenerational audiences than the original form of boot
scooting to just country music.
“Line dancing is another way of keeping fit, with a lowimpact, cardio exercise regime performed to music,
suitable for all ages. I encourage schools and gyms
to include it in their fitness programs as it doesn’t
require a partner and is great for learning rhythm, and
physical and mental stimulation. It’s on par with other
kids’ dance programs to burn off energy and learn new
dance moves in a fun environment while improving
coordination, posture, agility, self-confidence, range of
motion, muscle tone and strength, and stamina”.

EastsiderNews

Marie has a YouTube channel and a website
www.livelifelearn.com.au and you can call her on
0412 296 827.

EastsiderNews
EastsiderNews

and there is no age barrier”, says Marie. Beginners
are given an early basics class before joining a group.
Having classes within walking distance of peoples’
homes is important to overcome the transport barriers
that some older members experience.

Guidelines for writing articles

The guidelines for writing for Eastsider News are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length and quality: ranging from 400-900 words, occasionally longer, but always well written, and concise
Relevance: local public interest, but sometimes with a broader context
Style: personal, but varied – story, humour, technical, creative, cartoons, etc
Evidence-based: transparency about whether it is factual or opinion
Language: can be expressive, but respectful and non-defamatory, with a focus on information, ideas, or issues,
Text: to be submitted as an unformatted Word document by email
Photos and graphics: to be submitted as stand-alone 300dpi resolution jpegs by email info@eastsidernews.org.au
Author’s information: name and suburb for publication, an email address for follow-up but not publication. An author’s
headshot and short bio is optional
• The Editors will usually accept material as written, but may make minor changes to improve clarity, readability, or focus.

The types of articles are expected to include:
• General interest: local environment, planning and development, social issues, health, etc
• Local activity centres and organisations: community centres, schools, churches, social groups, sports clubs, business,
service clubs, universities, etc
• Socio-demographic groups: eg ethnic, age, ability, household types, etc
• Council business: Boroondara and Whitehorse ward reports, consultations, etc
• Personalities: interviews with interesting ‘ordinary’ people, and related events
• Culture, hobbies: art, music, recipes, eating out – and more.

We publish a new edition online every two months but, to stay accurate and relevant, online versions may be
added to and updated more frequently. We are planning to do a limited print edition for community distribution
twice a year, when funds become available www.eastsidernews.org.au

